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Abstract. The paper introduces the notion of a weak bisimulation for coalgebras whose
type is a monad satisfying some extra properties. In the first part of the paper we argue
that systems with silent moves should be modelled coalgebraically as coalgebras whose
type is a monad. We show that the visible and invisible part of the functor can be handled
internally inside a monadic structure. In the second part we introduce the notion of an
ordered saturation monad, study its properties, and show that it allows us to present two
approaches towards defining weak bisimulation for coalgebras and compare them. We
support the framework presented in this paper by two main examples of models: labelled
transition systems and simple Segala systems.
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1. Introduction
The notion of strong bisimilarity for different transition systems plays an important role in
theoretical computer science. However, in some cases this relation proves to be too strong an
equivalence. For instance in Milner’s Calculus of Communicating Systems [29, 35], which is
among the most widely studied process calculi, one considers a special computation branch
that is silent. This special branch, sometimes also called invisible or internal, is allowed to
take several steps and in some sense remain neutral to the structure of a process. Strong
bisimulation treats all parts of computation equally and does not distinguish between visible
and invisible steps. The desirable behavioural equivalence should take the nature of internal
activities into account. There are several non-equivalent approaches towards defining weaker
versions of bisimulation for transition systems with silent steps [35]. In this paper we focus
on weak bisimulation proposed by Milner [28, 29, 35] and its generalization. Analogues
of Milner’s weak bisimulation are established for different deterministic and probabilistic
transition systems (e.g. [2, 37]). From now on the term weak bisimulation refers to Milner’s
relation and its analogues.
We have witnessed a rapid development of the theory of coalgebras as a unifying theory
of state-based systems [12, 14, 33]. Coalgebras to some extent are one-step entities in their
nature. They can be thought of, and understood, as a representation of a single step of
computation of a given process. Strong bisimulation, unlike weak bisimulation, has been
well captured coalgebraically (see e.g. [12, 33, 42]). Different approaches to defining weak
bisimulations for coalgebras have been presented in the literature. The earliest paper is
[34], where Rutten studies weak bisimulations for while programs. In [31] Rothe introduces
a definition of weak bisimulation for coalgebras by translating a coalgebraic structure into
a labelled transition system. This construction works for coalgebras of different types but
does not cover the distribution functor, hence it is not applicable to different types of prob-
abilistic systems. In [32] weak bisimulations are introduced via weak homomorphisms. As
noted by Sokolova et al. in [40] the construction from [32] does not lead to intuitive results
for probabilistic systems. In [40] Sokolova et al. present a definition of weak bisimulation
for classes of coalgebras of type functors obtained from bifunctors. In that paper, weak
bisimulation of a system is defined as a strong bisimulation of a transformed system. How-
ever, a drawback of the proposed approach is that the transformation of a system does not
follow from any general categorical construction. Finally, in [5] we present a new approach
to defining weak bisimulation in two different ways, proposed in the setting of coalgebras
whose type is an ordered functor. The key ingredient of the definitions is the notion of a
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saturator. As noted by us in [5] the saturator is sometimes too general to model only weak
bisimulation and may be used to define other known equivalences, e.g. delay bisimulation
[35]. Moreover, the saturators from [5] do not arise in any natural way.
The aim of this paper is to present a general coalgebraic setting in which it is possible to
introduce weak bisimulation via saturation for coalgebras whose type is a monad satisfying
additional properties. Here, the saturation of a coalgebra α : X → TX is reduced to
taking its abstract reflexive and transitive closure α∗ in the so-called Kleisli category for the
given monad. Unlike in our previous work [5], where the saturator was an arbitrary closure
operator, the saturation in this paper is uniquely determined by the monadic structure of the
type of coalgebras taken into consideration. The framework for defining weak bisimulation
presented here is supported by the following two examples of models:
• labelled transition systems,
• simple Segala systems.
Unfortunately, some examples of transition systems with a well established coalgebraic
treatment and a notion of weak bisimulation fail to fit the proposed framework directly.
Fully probabilistic systems [2] (see also [41] for a coalgebraic perspective on these systems)
are among such examples. We discuss these limitations briefly in the last section of the
paper.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present basic notions and facts in
the theory of algebra, coalgebra, and category theory. In Section 3 we recall different but
equivalent ways to define weak bisimulation for labelled transition systems. Moreover, we
show how to view labelled transition systems from the coalgebraic perspective and how
to deal with silent and visible transition labels by introducing a monadic structure on the
labelled transition systems functor or embedding it into a monad. In Section 4 we generalize
the idea of handling the invisible part of computation to any functor of the form T (F +Id),
where T is a monad and F an endofunctor satisfying some extra properties. Section 5
develops the theory of ordered saturation monads. These monads prove to be useful in
Section 6, where we introduce weak bisimulation for coalgebras whose type is an ordered
saturation monad on the category of sets and mappings. In Section 7 we present a general
approach towards defining weak bisimulation semantics via final semantics for coalgebras
of a monadic type whose Kleisli category is order enriched. Section 8 is devoted to (simple)
Segala systems and their weak bisimulation. Finally, Section 9 is a summary.
2. Basic notions and properties
We assume the reader is familar with the following basic category theory notions and their
properties: a category, a functor, a (co)limit and an adjunction (see e.g. [24] for an intro-
duction to category theory).
2.1. Algebras and coalgebras. Let C be a category and let F : C→ C be a functor. An
F -algebra is a morphism a : FA→ A in C. For two F -algebras a : FA→ A and b : FB → B
a morphism f : A → B in C is called homomorphism provided that f ◦ a = b ◦ Ff . The
category of all F -algebras and homomorphisms between them is denoted by CF . Dually, an
F -coalgebra, is a morphism α : X → FX in C. The domain X of α is called carrier and
the morphism α is sometimes also called structure. A homomorphism from an F -coalgebra
α : X → FX to an F -coalgebra β : Y → FY is a morphism f : X → Y in C such that
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F (f) ◦ α = β ◦ f . The category of all F -coalgebras and homomorphisms between them is
denoted by CF . Many important transition systems can be captured using coalgebras. Here
are some examples. In this subsection Σ is a fixed set.
Kripke frames. Kripke frames [22], one of the most widely studied semantics of modal logic
(see e.g. [4]), are modelled as coalgebras of the type P, where P : Set → Set denotes the
powerset functor.
Labelled transition systems. Labelled transition systems (see e.g. [35]) can be viewed as
coalgebras of the type P(Σ × Id) : Set → Set [33]. See also Section 3 for a more detailed
description of the coalgebraic perspective on these systems.
Non-deterministic automata. Non-deterministic automata (e.g. [17]) are modelled coalge-
braically as systems of the type P(Σ×Id+1), where 1 = {} (e.g. [14]). Given a coalgebra
α : X → P(Σ ×X + 1) a state x ∈ X is final whenever  ∈ α(x). We will elaborate more
on these systems in Section 7 (see also Section 4 and 5) where we present an interesting
example of final weak bisimulation semantics for coalgebras whose base category is different
from Set.
Fully probabilistic systems. Fully probabilistic systems [2] are modelled as D(Σ × Id)-
coalgebras [41]. Here, D denotes the distribution functor which assigns to any set X the
set
DX := {φ : X → [0, 1] |
∑
x∈X
φ(x) = 1}
of discrete measures and to any mapping f : X → Y the mapping Df : DX → DY defined
for φ ∈ DX by
Df(φ)(y) =
∑
f(x)=y
φ(x) for any y ∈ Y.
In this paper we also work with the subdistribution functor D61 which extends the functor
D. This functor is defined in the same way as the distribution functor D, but the equality∑
x∈X φ(x) = 1 is replaced in its definition by the inequality
∑
x∈X φ(x) 6 1.
Segala and simple Segala systems. (Simple) probabilistic systems [37, 38], known in the
coalgebraic literature under the name of (simple) Segala systems, are modelled as coalgebras
of the type P(Σ×D) and PD(Σ×Id) respectively [41]. In this paper we will deviate from
this approach and consider Segala systems as coalgebras of the type CM(Σ × Id). This
treatment is highly inspired by [18]. For a detailed definition of CM and a thorough
discussion about consequences of this treatment the reader is referred to Section 8.
For an endofunctor F : C → C and an F -coalgebra α : X → FX we define a relation
X
π1← R
π2→ X (i.e. a jointly monic span in C) to be Aczel-Mendler bisimulation or simply
bisimulation [1] provided that there is a structure γ : R → FR making π1 : R → X and
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π2 : R → X homomorphisms between γ and α. In other words, the following diagram
commutes:
X
α

R
γ

π1oo π2 // X
α

FX FR
Fπ1
oo
Fπ2
// FX
It is worth noting that there are other approaches to capture the notion of bisimulation
coalgebraically which are summarized in [42]. We choose to define strong bisimulation in
Aczel-Mendler style because our notion of weak bisimulation introduced in this paper can
be easily related to this definition. See Section 6 for details.
2.2. Monads. A monad on C is a triple (T, µ, η), where T : C→ C is an endofunctor and
µ : T 2 =⇒ T , η : Id =⇒ T are two natural transformations for which the following
diagrams commute:
T 3
Tµ

µT // T 2
µ

T
ηT

Tη //
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
T 2
µ

T 2
µ
// T T 2
µ
// T
The transformation µ is called multiplication and η unit. Any monad gives rise to the Kleisli
category for T . To be more precise, if (T, µ, η) is a monad on a category C then the Klesli
category Kl(T ) for T has the class of objects equal to the class of objects of C and for two
objects X,Y in Kl(T ) we have HomKl(T )(X,Y ) = HomC(X,TY ) with the composition · in
Kl(T ) defined between two morphisms f : X → TY and g : Y → TZ by g ·f := µZ ◦T (g)◦f .
Example 2.1. The powerset endofunctor P : Set → Set is a monad whose multiplication
µ : P2 =⇒ P and unit η : Id =⇒ P are given on their X-components by:
µX : PPX → PX;S 7→
⋃
S and ηX : X → PX;x 7→ {x}.
The category Kl(P) consists of sets as objects and maps of the form X → PY as morphisms.
For f : X → PY and g : Y → PZ the composition g · f : X → PZ is as follows:
g · f(x) = {z ∈ Z | z ∈
⋃
g(f(x))} = {z | z ∈ g(y) and y ∈ f(x) for some y ∈ Y }.
For any two setsX,Y there is a bijective correspondence between mapsX → PY and binary
relations between elements of X and Y . Indeed, for f : X → PY we put Rf ⊆ X × Y ,
(x, y) ∈ Rf ⇐⇒ y ∈ f(x) and for R ⊆ X × Y we define fR : X → PY ;x 7→ {y | xRy}.
It is now easy to see that the category Kl(P) is isomorphic to the category Rel of sets as
objects, binary relations as morphisms and relation composition as morphism composition.
Example 2.2. The distribution functor D carries a monadic structure, with µ and η given
as follows. For any set X define the X-component of η by ηX : X → DX;x 7→ δx, where δx
is the Dirac distribution for x i.e. δx(x) = 1 and δx(y) = 0 if y 6= x. The X-component of
µ is given by:
µX : D
2X → DX;µX(φ)(x) =
∑
ψ∈DX
φ(ψ) · ψ(x).
The subdistribution functor D61 is also a monad with µ and η defined in the same manner.
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Example 2.3. A filter on a set X is a collection G of subsets of X such that
• X ∈ G,
• if U1, U2 ∈ G then U1 ∩ U2 ∈ G,
• if U ∈ G and U ⊆ V ⊆ X then V ∈ G.
We define the filter functor F which assigns to any set X the set FX of all filters on X and
to any map f : X → Y the map Ff : FX → FY which assigns to any filter G the smallest
filter containing the family {f(G) | G ∈ G}. The functor F carries a monadic structure
(F , µ, η) given as follows (see e.g. [8]):
µX : FFX → FX;G 7→ µX(G),
ηX : X → FX;x 7→ {U ⊆ X | x ∈ U},
where µX(G) = {A ⊆ X | A
F ∈ G} with AF = {H ∈ FX | A ∈ H} defined as the set of all
filters on X containing A.
Since most of the time we work with two categories at once: C and Kl(T ), morphisms
in C will be denoted using standard arrows →, whereas for morphisms in Kl(T ) we will use
the symbol −→•◦ . For any object X in C (or equivalently in Kl(T )) the identity map from X
to itself in C will be denoted by idX and in Kl(T ) by 1X or simply 1 if the domain can be
deduced from the context. The category C is a subcategory of Kl(T ) where the inclusion
functor ♯ sends each object X ∈ C to itself and each morphism f : X → Y in C to the
morphism f ♯ : X−→•◦ Y given by f ♯ : X → TY ; f ♯ = ηY ◦ f. Every monad (T, µ, η) on a
category C arises from the composition of a left and a right adjoint given by:
C
♯
//
⊥ Kl(T ),
UT
oo
where UT : Kl(T ) → C is a functor defined as follows. For any object X ∈ Kl(T ) (i.e.
X ∈ C) the object UTX is given by UTX := TX and for any morphism f : X−→•◦ Y in
Kl(T ) (i.e. f : X → TY in C) the morphism UT f : TX → TY is given by UT f = µY ◦ Tf .
We say that a functor F : C → C lifts to an endofunctor F : Kl(T ) → Kl(T ) provided
that the following diagram commutes:
Kl(T )
F //❴❴❴ Kl(T )
C
♯
OO
F
// C
♯
OO
Given a functor F : C→ C there is a one-to-one correspondence between its liftings F and
distributive laws λ : FT =⇒ TF between the functor F and the monad T (see e.g. [19, 30]
for a detailed definition and properties). Given a distributive law λ : FT =⇒ TF we
define F : Kl(T )→ Kl(T ) by:
FX := FX for any object X ∈ Kl(T ),
Ff : FX → TFY ;Ff = λY ◦ Ff for any morphism f : X → TY.
Conversely, a lifting F : Kl(T ) → Kl(T ) gives rise to λ : FT =⇒ TF defined on its
X-component by λX : FTX → TFX;λX = F (idTX).
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A monad (T, µ, η) on a cartesian closed category C is called strong if there is a natural
transformation tX,Y : X×TY → T (X×Y ) called tensorial strength satisfying the strength
laws listed in e.g. [20]. Existence of strength guarantees that for any object Σ the functor
Σ × Id : C → C admits a lifting Σ : Kl(T ) → Kl(T ) defined as follows. For any object
X ∈ Kl(T ) we put ΣX := Σ ×X, and for any morphism f : X−→•◦ Y (i.e. f : X → TY in
C) we define
Σf : Σ×X → T (Σ× Y ); Σf := tΣ,Y ◦ (idΣ × f).
Existence of the transformation t is not a strong requirement. For instance all monads on
Set are strong.
Example 2.4. Take C = Set and T = P. The strength tX,Y : X × PY → P(X × Y ) is
given by the following formula:
tX,Y (x, Y
′) = {(x, y′) | y′ ∈ Y ′} for (x, Y ′) ∈ X × PY.
Hence, the functor Σ × Id : Set → Set lifts to Σ : Kl(P) → Kl(P), where for any object
X ∈ Kl(P) and any morphism f : X−→•◦ Y in Kl(P) we have:
ΣX := Σ×X and Σf : ΣX−→•◦ ΣY ; (σ, x) 7→ {(σ, y) | y ∈ f(x)}.
2.3. Monads on Kleisli categories. In this paper we will often work with monads on
Kleisli categories. Here, we list basic properties of such monads. Everything presented below
follows easily by elementary properties of adjunctions and liftings (see e.g. [24, 25, 30] and
the previous subsection). For a monad (T, µ, η) on C assume S : C→ C is a functor that lifts
to S : Kl(T ) → Kl(T ) by the corresponding distributive law λ : ST =⇒ TS. Moreover,
let (S,m, e) be a monad on Kl(T ) (note that we do not assume S : C → C to carry a
monadic structure but only require its lifting S to be a monad). We have the following two
adjunctions:
C
♯
//
⊥ Kl(T )
♯
//
UT
oo ⊥ Kl(S).
US
oo
Because the composition of two adjunctions is an adjunction, the functor ♯◦♯ is a left adjoint
to UT ◦ US . Since UT ◦ US ◦
♯ ◦♯ = TS, this yields a monadic structure on the functor
TS : C→ C. The composition · in Kl(TS) = Kl(S) is given in terms of the composition in
C as follows. For f : X → TSY and g : Y → TSZ we have:
X
g·f
✤
✤
✤
f // TSY
TSg // TSTSZ
TλSZ // T 2S2Z
T 2(mZ )

TSZ T 2SZ
µSZ
oo T 3SZ
TµSZ
oo
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2.4. Order enriched categories. A category C is order enriched if each hom-set is a
poset with the order preserved by the composition. An endofunctor on an order enriched
category is called locally monotonic if it preserves the order.
We say that arbitrary cotupling in C is monotonic if for any family of objects {Xi}i∈I
and two families {fi : Xi → Y }i∈I and {gi : Xi → Y }i∈I of morphisms if the coproduct∐
iXi of {Xi}i∈I exists in C and fi 6 gi for any i ∈ I then the cotuples [{fi}] :
∐
iXi → Y
and [{gi}] :
∐
iXi → Y satisfy [{fi}] 6 [{gi}].
Example 2.5. Kleisli category for any monad T ∈ {D61,F ,P} is order enriched and
arbitrary cotupling in Kl(T ) is monotonic. The order on hom-sets in Kl(T ) is imposed
by the natural pointwise order summarized in the table below. For T ∈ {D61,F ,P} and
f, g : X → TY we have:
Monad f 6 g if and only if
D61 f(x)(y) 6 g(x)(y) for any x ∈ X, y ∈ Y
F f(x) ⊇ g(x) for any x ∈ X
P f(x) ⊆ g(x) for any x ∈ X
3. Labelled transition systems coalgebraically
Labelled transition systems have been defined and thoroughly studied in the computer
science literature (see e.g. [28, 29, 35]). We will now briefly recall some classical definitions
and properties from the theory of these systems. Let Σ be a fixed set called set of alphabet
letters or simply alphabet. Labelled transition system over the alphabet Σ (or LTS in short)
is a triple 〈X,Σ,→〉, where X is a set, called set of states, and →⊆ X × Σ × X is the
transition relation. For an LTS 〈X,Σ,→〉 instead of writing (x, σ, x′) ∈→ we write x
σ
→ x′.
Definition 3.1. A symmetric relation R ⊆ X ×X is called a bisimulation on 〈X,Σ,→〉 if
the following condition holds:
(x, y) ∈ R and x
σ
→ x′ implies y
σ
→ y′ for some y′ ∈ X s.t. (x′, y′) ∈ R.
From now on we assume that the alphabet we consider contains a special label, called
internal or invisible label, which is usually denoted by the letter τ . To be more precise, we
put Στ := Σ + {τ} and consider a labelled transition system 〈X,Στ ,→〉 over the alphabet
Στ . Letters in Σ are called visible.
Definition 3.2. [28, 29, 35] A symmetric relation R ⊆ X×X is called a weak bisimulation
on 〈X,Στ ,→〉 if the following condition holds:
(x, y) ∈ R and x
σ
→ x′ implies y
σ
=⇒ y′ for some y′ ∈ X s.t. (x′, y′) ∈ R,
where
σ
=⇒ ⊆ X ×X is defined by
σ
=⇒ =
{
(
τ
→)∗ if σ = τ
(
τ
→)∗◦
σ
→ ◦(
τ
→)∗ otherwise.
Here, (−)∗ denotes the reflexive and transitive closure of a relation.
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We can extend the definition of the transition
σ
=⇒ as follows. For a word s ∈ Σ∗ over
the set of visible labels put
s
=⇒ =
{
(
τ
→)∗ if s is the empty word
(
τ
→)∗◦
σ1→ ◦(
τ
→)∗ ◦ . . . ◦ (
τ
→)∗◦
σn→ ◦(
τ
→)∗ for s = σ1 . . . σn.
It is an easy exercise to prove the following (see e.g. [29, 35] for details).
Fact 3.3. A symmetric relation R ⊆ X ×X is a weak bisimulation on 〈X,Στ ,→〉 if and
only if the following condition holds:
(x, y) ∈ R and x
σ
=⇒ x′ implies y
σ
=⇒ y′ for some y′ ∈ A s.t. (x′, y′) ∈ R.
If we replace all occurrences of
σ
=⇒ by
s
=⇒ for any s ∈ Σ∗ we also get a true statement.
The fact above suggests that weak bisimulation on 〈X,Στ ,→〉 can be defined as a
strong bisimulation on a saturated model 〈X,Στ , =⇒ 〉. It is worth noting that from the
point of view of computation and automated reasoning the former approach to defining
weak bisimulation is better since, unlike the condition in Fact 3.3, it does not require the
knowledge of the full saturated transition. Indeed, in order to show that two states x, y ∈ X
of a labelled transition system are weakly bisimilar in the sense of the equivalent condition
from Fact 3.3 one needs to consider all states x′ ∈ X reachable from x via the saturated
transitions and compare them with similar states reachable from y. Whereas, to prove that
two states x, y ∈ X are weakly bisimilar in the sense of Definition 3.2 one needs to consider
all states reachable from x via single step transitions
σ
→ and compare them with some states
reachable from y via the saturated transitions. We see that the key ingredient in defining
weak bisimulation for LTS is the saturation. In order to describe it categorically we have
to understand the nature of invisible transitions first.
Before we discuss the nature of internal steps, we recall how labelled transition systems
are modelled coalgebraically. Any LTS over the alphabet Στ can be viewed as a coalgebra
of the type P(Στ × Id). Given an LTS 〈X,Στ ,→〉 we turn it into a P(Στ × Id)-coalgebra
α : X → P(Στ ×X) as follows:
α(x) = {(σ, x′) | x
σ
→ x′}.
In this case, any coalgebraic bisimulation which is a symmetric relation satisfies the condi-
tions from Definition 3.1. Conversely, any relation which is a bisimulation in the sense of
Definition 3.1 is a symmetric coalgebraic bisimulation (see e.g. [34] for details). It should be
noted here that the assumption about symmetry in Definition 3.1 serves only one purpose:
it makes the definition more succinct.
3.1. Monadic structure on P(Στ × Id). Our aim will be now to introduce a monadic
structure on the LTS functor P(Στ ×Id) which leads to a definition of saturation of an LTS
and which internally handles visible and invisible labels. This observation together with a
similar one in Subsection 3.2 and their generalizations in Section 4 lead us to a conclusion
that weak bisimulation for coalgebras should not focus on specifying and handling visible
and invisible parts of the functor explicitly. Instead, it should assume the type of coalgebras
taken into consideration is a monad with internal transitions being a part of its unit.
Consider the functor Στ × Id : Set → Set and its lifting Στ : Kl(P) → Kl(P) as in
Example 2.4. Define two natural transformations:
m : ΣτΣτ =⇒ Στ and e : Id =⇒ Στ
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in Kl(P) as follows. For any object X ∈ Kl(P) define the X-components
mX : ΣτΣτX−→•◦ ΣτX (i.e. mX : Στ × Στ ×X → P(Στ ×X)) and
eX : X−→•◦ ΣτX (i.e. eX : X → P(Στ ×X)) to be:
mX(σ1, σ2, x) =


{(σ1, x)} if σ2 = τ,
{(σ2, x)} if σ1 = τ,
∅ otherwise
eX(x) = {(τ, x)}.
Fact 3.4. The triple (Στ ,m, e) is a monad on Kl(P).
The above fact is a consequence of a more general statement, namely Theorem 4.3 below,
and hence is left without a proof. We have the following two adjunctions:
Set
♯
//
⊥ Kl(P)
♯
//
UP
oo ⊥ Kl(Στ ).
U
Στ
oo
Following the guidelines of Subsection 2.3 we obtain a monadic structure on the functor
P(Στ × Id) : Set → Set. The composition · in Kl(P(Στ × Id)) is given by the following
formula. For f : X → P(Στ × Y ) and g : Y → P(Στ × Z) we have
X
g·f
✤
✤
✤
f // P(Στ × Y )
P(Στ×g)// P(Στ ×P(Στ × Z))
Pt // P2(Στ × Στ × Z)
P2(mZ )

P(Στ × Z) P
2(Στ × Z)⋃oo P
3(Στ × Z)
P(
⋃
)
oo
It is easy to verify that the formula for the composition is explicitly given by:
g · f(x) = {(σ, z) | x
σ
→f y
τ
→g z or x
τ
→f y
σ
→g z for some y ∈ Y }.
The construction above which imposes a monadic structure on the LTS functor allows
us to handle τ -steps internally by the monadic multiplication. In the subsection below we
present a second approach of handling the τ -steps inside a monad whose functor extends
the LTS functor.
3.2. Monadic structure on P(Σ∗×Id). There is a second approach to handle silent steps
internally in a monadic structure of the functor P(Σ∗×Id) which extends the LTS functor
P(Στ × Id). It is easy to see that there is a natural transformation ν from the functor
Στ × Id to Σ
∗ × Id whose components are injective maps. The X-component νX is given
by:
νX : Στ ×X → Σ
∗ ×X; (σ, x) 7→
{
(ǫ, x) if σ = τ,
(σ, x) otherwise.
Hence, the family of maps {P(νX ) : P(Στ ×X)→ P(Σ
∗ ×X)}X∈Set is an injective natural
transformation from the LTS functor P(Στ ×Id) to P(Σ
∗×Id). Any P(Στ ×Id)-coalgebra
can be turned into a P(Σ∗×Id)-coalgebra by post-composing it with a suitable component of
P(ν). Moreover, the functor P(Σ∗×Id) comes equipped with a monadic structure which is a
consequence of existence of a monadic structure on P and Σ∗×Id. We leave all the details for
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Section 4. Here, we only present the explicit formula for the composition · in Kl(P(Σ∗×Id)).
For f : X → P(Σ∗ × Y ) and g : Y → P(Σ∗ × Z) we have g · f : X → P(Σ∗ × Z):
g · f(x) = {(s1s2, z) | x
s1→f y
s2→g z for some y ∈ Y }.
3.3. LTS saturation coalgebraically. In the previous two subsections we showed two
ways of dealing with an invisible label by encoding it as a part of the unit of a monad. Let
us for now assume that · is the composition in Kl(P(Στ ×Id)) as in Subsection 3.1. Given
an LTS coalgebra α : X → P(Στ ×X) the saturated LTS α
∗ : X → P(Στ ×X) is obtained
as follows:
α∗ = 1X ∨ α ∨ α
2 ∨ . . . =
∨
n=0,1,2...
αn,
where
∨
denotes the supremum in the complete lattice (P(Στ ×X)
X ,6) with the relation
6 given by: α 6 β ⇐⇒ α(x) ⊆ β(x) for any x ∈ X. We see that for (σ, y) ∈ Στ ×X:
(σ, y) ∈ α∗(x) if and only if x
σ
=⇒ α y.
Now consider · to be the composition in Kl(P(Σ∗ × Id)) as in Subsection 3.2. For an LTS
coalgebra α : X → P(Στ ×X) define
α = P(νX ) ◦ α : X → P(Σ
∗ ×X),
where ν is given in the previous subsection. Put α∗ : X → P(Σ∗ ×X) to be
α∗ = 1X ∨ α ∨ α
2 ∨ . . . =
∨
n=0,1,2...
αn,
where
∨
denotes the supremum in (P(Σ∗ ×X)X ,6). Then for (s, y) ∈ Σ∗ ×X we have:
(s, y) ∈ α∗(x) if and only if x
s
=⇒ α y.
Weak bisimulation on α : X → P(Στ ×X) is then any symmetric strong bisimulation
on α∗ or on α∗ (by Fact 3.3). As we will see in Section 6 it will also be possible to give a
coalgebraic definition of weak bisimulation which is a generalization of Definition 3.2 and
compare the two approaches. Note here that both maps α∗ and α∗ are defined so that
they abstractly represent reflexive and transitive closure of α w.r.t. the suitable Kleisli
compositions and order. Both α∗ and α∗ are the least fixed points of the assignments
x 7→ 1 ∨ x · α and x 7→ 1 ∨ x · α respectively. This observation forms foundations for the
theory developed in Section 5, 6 and 7.
4. Hiding invisible transitions inside a monadic structure
Throughout this paper we denote the coproduct operator by + and the coprojection into
the first and the second component of a coproduct by inl and inr respectively.
In this section we assume that (T, µ, η) is a monad on a category C with binary co-
products and F : C → C is a functor. Since in this paper we are interested in coalgebras
with internal moves we adopt the approach from [13, 39] and for now consider the type of
coalgebras to be TFτ : C→ C with Fτ := F + Id. The LTS functor P(Στ × Id) studied in
the previous section is of this form since:
P(Στ × Id) = P((Σ + {τ})× Id) ∼= P(Σ × Id+ {τ} × Id) ∼= P(Σ × Id+ Id).
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Coalgebras of the type TFτ were studied in [13, 39] from the perspective of trace semantics
for systems with internal moves. The motivation for considering the type TFτ to model
systems with silent transitions is the following: the monad T represents the branching type,
the functor F represents the visible part of the transition (just like Σ × Id for LTS), and
Id represents the invisible label transition [13, 39].
The aim of this section is to generalize both strategies demonstrated in Section 3 for
the LTS functor for handling invisible transitions internally in a monadic structure of the
type we consider. To be more precise, given some mild assumptions on T and F we will
turn TFτ into a monad or embed it into one, where the monadic multiplication deals with
visible and silent part of the functor internally.
In the rest of this section we assume the following.
• The functor F : C→ C lifts to F : Kl(T )→ Kl(T ) by the corresponding distributive law
λ : FT =⇒ TF .
As a direct consequence of this assumption the functor Fτ = F + Id lifts to the functor
Fτ = F + Id = F + Id on Kl(T ). This follows by the fact that the coproducts in Kl(T )
come from coproducts in the base category. The X-component of the distributive law λτ
associated with the lifting Fτ of Fτ is given by the composition of the following morphisms
in C:
λτX : FτTX = FTX + TX
λX+idTX→ TFX + TX
[T inl,T inr]
→ T (FX +X) = TFτX.
See also e.g. [14] for a discussion on liftings of coproducts of functors.
4.1. Monadic structure on TFτ . We say that K is a category with zero morphisms pro-
vided that for any X,Y ∈ K there is a morphism 0X,Y : X → Y such that
f ◦ 0X,Y = 0Y,Z ◦ g = 0X,Z for any f : Y → Z and g : X → Y.
The proof of the lemma below follows directly by the definition of zero morphisms.
Lemma 4.1. For any endofunctor G : K → K the family 0 = {0GX,X}X∈K is a natural
transformation from G to Id.
Lemma 4.2. [27] Let (S, µ, η) be a monad on a category K with binary coproducts and let
s : H → S be a natural transformation from an endofunctor H on K. Define (S˜,m, e) as
follows:
• S˜ = HS + Id,
• e = inr : Id =⇒ HS + Id,
• m : S˜2 =⇒ S˜,
m : S˜2 = HS(HS + Id) +HS + Id
HS(sS+id)+id
=⇒ HS(S2 + Id) +HS + Id
HS[µ,η]+id
=⇒ HS2 +HS + Id
[Hµ,inl]+id
=⇒ HS + Id = S˜.
Then the triple (S˜,m, e) is a monad.
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We are now ready to formulate the main result of this subsection.
Theorem 4.3. Assume that Kl(T ) is a category with zero morphisms. Define a triple
(Fτ ,m, e), where
e : Id =⇒ Fτ = F + Id; e = inr
and
m : F (F + Id) + (F + Id)
F ([0,id])+id
=⇒ F + (F + Id)
[inl,id]
=⇒ F + Id.
Then the triple (Fτ ,m, e) is a monad on Kl(T ).
Proof. This theorem follows directly by Lemma 4.2. Indeed, if we put S to be the identity
monad on Kl(T ), H = F and s = 0 : F =⇒ Id then we get S˜ = F + Id,
e = inr : Id =⇒ F + Id
and
F (F + Id) + (F + Id)
m

✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
F [0,id]+id
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲
'/❲❲❲
❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲
F (0+id)+id +3 F (Id+ Id) + (F + Id)
F [id,id]+id

F + Id F + (F + Id)
[inl,id]
ks
Hence, if Kl(T ) admits zero morphisms then the functor TFτ : C→ C carries a monadic
structure which is obtained by composing two adjunctions:
C
♯
//
⊥ Kl(T )
♯
//
UT
oo ⊥ Kl(Fτ ).
UFτ
oo
Following the guidelines of Subsection 2.3 we derive the formula for the composition in
Kl(TFτ ) = Kl(Fτ ). For f : X → TFτY , g : Y → TFτZ we have the following:
TFτY
TFτg// TFτTFτZ T (FTFτZ + TFτZ)
T (λFτZ+idTFτZ) 
TλτFτZ
uu
X
g·f
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
f
OO
T (TFFτZ + TFτZ)
T [T inl,T inr]

TT (FFτZ + FτZ) = T
2F 2τ Z
T 2(mZ )
TFτZ T
2FτZµFτZ
oo T 3FτZ
TµFτZ
oo
Remark 4.4. Before we list some examples of application of this theorem we want to make
a remark concerning the assumption about Kl(T ) admitting zero morphisms. It is clear that
not all monads satisfy this property. A simple example is the non-empty powerset monad
P6=∅ on Set whose Kleisli category fails to admit zero morphisms. In order to deal with
this problem in the next subsection we present a second strategy towards handling internal
moves inside a monadic structure which does not require the Kleisli category to satisfy any
extra requirements.
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An example of an application of Theorem 4.3 has already been witnessed in the previous
section, namely Fact 3.4. There T = P, F = Σ× Id and the zero morphisms in Kl(P) are
given by
0X,Y : X → PY ;x 7→ ∅.
To see a second example of an application of this theorem the reader is referred to Section
8. There, T is taken to be the convex distribution monad CM and F = Σ × Id. Since
Kl(CM) admits zero morphisms the construction from Theorem 4.3 will yield a monadic
structure on a lifting Στ : Kl(CM) → Kl(CM) of the functor Στ × Id : Set → Set. Below,
we present a third example which will be used in Section 7 in order to show an interesting
case of final weak bisimulation semantics for the base category different from Set.
Example 4.5. Let T = P and F = Σ × Id + 1. For the sake of simplicity and clarity of
notation we identify Fτ = F +Id = Σ×Id+1+Id with the functor Στ×Id+1 : Set→ Set
which is naturally isomorphic to it. The functor Fτ lifts to Fτ : Kl(P) → Kl(P) given by
[14]:
FτX := FτX = Στ ×X + 1 for any object X ∈ Kl(P),
Fτf : FτX−→•◦ FτY ;
{
(σ, x) 7→ {(σ, y) | y ∈ f(x)}
 7→ {}
for any morphism f : X−→•◦ Y in Kl(P) (i.e. f : X → PY ).
The distributive law λ : Στ ×P+1 =⇒ P(Στ ×Id+1) associated with this lifting is given
on the X-component by:
λX : Στ × PX + 1→ P(Στ ×X + 1);
{
(σ,X ′) 7→ {(σ, x) | x ∈ X ′},
 7→ {}.
In this case, it is not difficult to verify that the monadic structure from Theorem 4.3 is the
following:
eX : X−→•◦ FτX;x 7→ {(τ, x)},
mX : FτFτX−→•◦ FτX;


(σ, τ, x) 7→ {(σ, x)}
(τ, σ, x) 7→ {(σ, x)}
(σ1, σ2, x) 7→ ∅ for σ1 6= τ, σ2 6= τ,
(τ,) 7→ {}
(σ,) 7→ ∅ for σ 6= τ,
 7→ {}.
By Subsection 2.3 we get a monadic structure on PFτ = P(Στ × Id + 1). Given two
morphisms f : X → P(Στ × Y + 1) and g : Y → P(Στ × Z + 1) their composition g · f in
Kl(P(Στ × Id+ 1)) is:
g · f(x) ={(σ, z) | x
σ
→f y
τ
→g z or x
τ
→f y
σ
→g z for some y ∈ Y }∪
{ |  ∈ f(x) or x
τ
→f y and  ∈ g(y) for some y ∈ Y }.
Remark 4.6. The intuition behind introducing a monadic structure on Fτ as above is the
following. If we carefully study the definition of the multiplication m in Theorem 4.3 we
see that it kills all visible-visible transitions using the zero morphisms and leaves the rest
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somewhat intact. By “visible-visible transitions” we mean the part of the composition FτFτ
which is underlined in the following formula:
FτFτ = FFτ + Fτ = F (F︸︷︷︸+Id) + Fτ .
In the case of the functor Στ : Kl(P) → Kl(P) from Subsection 3.1 this part is given by
ΣΣ, i.e. by pairs of visible labels.
4.2. Monadic structure on TF ∗. In the previous subsection we introduced a monadic
structure on the functor TFτ in a natural way so that the monadic multiplication deals with
silent and visible part of the functor TFτ by killing the visible-visible transitions. This was
possible thanks to the assumption about existence of zero morphisms in Kl(T ). What if,
in general, the category Kl(T ) does not have this property? The solution we propose here
is to consider a free monad F ∗ over F . In this subsection instead of imposing a monadic
structure on the functor TFτ , we will embed it into the monad TF
∗.
Since we will only use a direct construction of a free monad, a curious reader is referred
to [6] for a detailed definition of this notion. In the rest of the subsection we assume the
following:
• the functor F admits a free F -algebra iX in C
F (=initial F (−) +X-algebra in CF (−)+X)
for any object X.
Lemma 4.7. [6] For an object X and a morphism f : X → Y in C let F ∗X denote the
carrier of iX and let F
∗f : F ∗X → F ∗Y denote the unique morphism for which the following
diagram commutes:
FF ∗X +X
iX //
F (F ∗f)+id ✤
✤ F
∗X
F ∗f✤
✤
FF ∗Y +X
id+f
// FF ∗Y + Y
iY
// F ∗Y
(4.1)
The assignment F ∗ is functorial. Define a transformation m : F ∗F ∗ =⇒ F ∗, whose X-
component mX : F
∗F ∗X → F ∗X is the unique morphism making the following diagram
commute:
FF ∗F ∗X + F ∗X
iF∗X //
F (mX)+id ✤
✤ F
∗F ∗X
mX✤
✤
FF ∗X + F ∗X
[iX◦inl,id]
// F ∗X
(4.2)
Then the triple (F ∗,m, e), where eX : X → F
∗X; eX = iX ◦ inr, is a free monad over F .
The remaining part of this subsection is devoted to proving that the functor F ∗ lifts to
a free monad over F in Kl(T ).
Lemma 4.8. [19] The adjunction C⇄ Kl(T ) lifts to an adjunction CF ⇄ Kl(T )F between
categories of algebras. To be more precise, we have the following diagram in which the
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vertical arrows are the forgetful functors:
CF

♯ˆ
//
⊥ Kl(T )F

UˆT
oo
C
♯
//
⊥ Kl(T )
UT
oo
Here, ♯ˆ : CF → Kl(T )F is defined for any object a : FA → A and a homomorphism
f : A→ B between a : FA→ A and b : FB → B by a♯ˆ := ηA ◦ a and f
♯ˆ := ηB ◦ f .
Lemma 4.9. For any object X ∈ Kl(T ) the morphism
i♯X : F (F
∗X) +X
iX→ F ∗X
ηF∗X→ TF ∗X
is a free F -algebra over X in Kl(T )F (=initial F (−) +X-algebra in Kl(T )F (−)+X).
Proof. Since F lifts to F , the functor F (−) +X lifts to F (−) +X : Kl(T ) → Kl(T ) with
the corresponding lifting λ′ given on its Y -component by:
λ′Y : FTY +X
λY +ηX
→ TFY + TX
[T inl,T inr]
→ T (FY +X).
Here, the reader is once again referred to [14] for a discussion on liftings of coproducts of
functors. By Lemma 4.8 and the fact that the initial object is a colimit over the empty
diagram together with the fact that any left adjoint preserves colimits we infer that i♯X is
initial in Kl(T )F (−)+X . This proves the assertion.
Let F
∗
: Kl(T )→ Kl(T ) denote the functor obtained by following the guidelines of the
construction from Lemma 4.7 using the family {i♯X}X∈Kl(T ) of all free F -algebras.
Theorem 4.10. We have:
• F ∗ lifts to F
∗
,
• (F
∗
,m♯, e♯) is a free monad over F .
Proof. By the definition of F
∗
it follows that for any object X ∈ C (i.e. X ∈ Kl(T )) we
have F
∗
X = F ∗X. Therefore, in order to prove that F ∗ lifts to F
∗
it is enough to show that
for any f : X → Y we have F
∗
f ♯ = (F ∗f)♯. We will do this by showing that the morphism
(F ∗f)♯ : F ∗X → TF ∗Y makes the diagram (4.1) commute in the category Kl(T ). We have
F ((F ∗f)♯) + f ♯ = (FF ∗f)♯ + f ♯ = [FF ∗f + f ]♯,
where, all coproducts in the above expression except for the last one live in Kl(T ). The last
coproduct is taken in C. This identity follows by the fact that any functor which is a left
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adjoint commutes with colimits. Hence, the following diagram commutes in Kl(T ):
FF ∗X +X ◦
i
♯
X //
◦F ((F ∗f)♯)+1X

(FF ∗f+f)♯
PPP
P
((PPP
P
F ∗X
◦ (F ∗f)♯

FF ∗Y +X ◦
1+f♯
// FF ∗Y + Y ◦
i
♯
Y
// F ∗Y
Since F
∗
(f ♯) is the unique morphism for which this diagram commutes, we get that F
∗
f ♯ =
(F ∗f)♯. This proves the first statement. We will now prove the second statement. By the
definition of F
∗
and Lemma 4.7 the functor F
∗
is a free monad over F . In order to complete
the proof we have to show that the unit and the multiplication of the monad F
∗
obtained
by following the guidelines of Lemma 4.7 coincide with e♯ and m♯ respectively. We proceed
as in the first part of the proof. We take the morphism m♯X and show it makes the diagram
(4.2) commute for F
∗
in Kl(T ). By uniqueness, we get that m♯ is the multiplication of the
free monad F
∗
and e♯ is its unit. This completes the proof.
Note that in the above proof we did not refer to the distributive law associated with the
lifting F
∗
of F ∗. We will now give its explicit description. By Subsection 2.2 this distributive
law λ∗ : F ∗T =⇒ TF ∗ is given by λ∗X := F
∗
(idTX). It follows directly by the definition of
F
∗
that λ∗X is the unique morphism making the following diagram commute in C (existence
and uniqueness of λ∗X is guaranteed by the fact that iTX is an initial F (−) + TX-algebra):
FF ∗TX + TX
iTX //
F (λ∗TX)+id
✤
✤
✤ F
∗TX
λ∗TX
✤
✤
✤
FTF ∗X + TX
λ+id
// TFF ∗X + TX
[T inl,T inr]
// T (FF ∗X +X)
T iF∗X
// TF ∗X
The adjunctions C ⇆ Kl(T ) ⇆ Kl(F
∗
) yield a monadic structure on TF ∗. By Sub-
section 2.3 the composition · in Kl(TF ∗) is given for f : X → TF ∗Y and g : Y → TF ∗Z
by:
X
g·f
✤
✤
✤
f // TF ∗Y
TF ∗g// TF ∗TF ∗Z
Tλ∗
F∗Z // T 2F ∗F ∗Z
T 2(m♯Z )
T 2(mZ )
♦♦♦
♦♦
ww♦♦♦
TF ∗Z T 2F ∗Z
µF∗Z
oo T 3F ∗Z
TµF∗Z
oo
We will now elaborate more on the example that was briefly discussed in Subsection 3.2.
Example 4.11. Take T = P and F = Σ × Id. It is easy to see that the functor F
satisfies the assumptions from the beginning of this subsection and that Lemma 4.7 yields
F ∗ = Σ∗ × Id with m and e defined on their X-components as follows:
mX : Σ
∗ × Σ∗ ×X → Σ∗ ×X; (s1, s2, x) 7→ (s1s2, x),
eX : X → Σ
∗ ×X;x 7→ (ε, x).
The lifting F
∗
: Kl(P)→ Kl(P) is given by:
F
∗
X = Σ∗ ×X for X ∈ Kl(P),
F
∗
f : Σ∗ ×X → P(Σ∗ × Y ); (s, x) 7→ {(s, y) | y ∈ f(x)} for f : X → PY.
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By Theorem 4.10 the triple (F
∗
,m♯, e♯) is a monad on Kl(P) which, by Subsection 2.3, yields
a monadic structure on PF ∗ = P(Σ∗×Id). For f : X → P(Σ∗×Y ) and g : Y → P(Σ∗×Z)
we have g · f : X → P(Σ∗ × Z):
g · f(x) = {(s1s2, z) | x
s1→f y
s2→g z for some y ∈ Y }.
We end this subsection with the following lemma.
Lemma 4.12. There is a natural transformation ν from Fτ = F + Id to F
∗ given for any
object X ∈ C by
νX := FX +X
FeX+idX→ F (F ∗X) +X
iX→ F ∗X.
The above result implies that any TFτ -coalgebra can be naturally translated into a
TF ∗-coalgebra. To be more precise for α : X → TFτX we put
α := TνX ◦ α : X → TF
∗X.
Although the functor TFτ is not necessarily a monad, any TFτ -coalgebra can be turned
into a TF ∗-coalgebra. The functor TF ∗ carries a monadic structure that handles internal
transitions. Therefore, from now on coalgebras with internal moves will be considered as
coalgebras whose type is a monad without referring to their visible and invisible part of the
transition explicitly.
5. Ordered saturation monads
Recall that for labelled transition systems the saturated map α∗ can in fact be thought of
as the reflexive and transitive closure of α : X → P(Στ ×X) w.r.t. the Kleisli composition ·
and the partial order 6 given in Section 3. It is easy to see that it satisfies the following
conditions: 1X 6 α, α 6 α
∗ and α∗ · α∗ 6 α∗ and α∗ is the least morphism with these
properties. The aim of this section is to present a definition of an ordered saturation monad
which generalizes this idea.
A monad (T, µ, η) on C whose Kleisli category is order enriched is called ordered
saturation monad provided that inKl(T ) for any morphism α : X−→•◦ X there is a morphism
α∗ : X−→•◦ X satisfying the following conditions:
(1) 1 6 α∗,
(2) α 6 α∗,
(3) α∗ · α∗ 6 α∗,
(4) if β : X−→•◦ X satisfies 1 6 β, α 6 β and β · β 6 β then α∗ 6 β,
(5) for any f : X → Y in C and any β : Y−→•◦ Y in Kl(T ) we have:
f ♯ · α2β · f ♯ =⇒ f ♯ · α∗2β∗ · f ♯ for 2 ∈ {6,>}.
From now on, unless stated otherwise, in this section we assume that (T, µ, η) is an
ordered saturation monad.
Lemma 5.1. For any α : X−→•◦ X in Kl(T ) we have:
• α∗∗ = α∗,
• α∗ = α∗ · α∗,
• 1∗ = 1.
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Proof. To prove the first assertion we use Condition (2) and see α∗ 6 α∗∗. Moreover, by
Condition (4) since 1 6 α∗, α∗ 6 α∗ and α∗ · α∗ 6 α∗ it follows that α∗∗ 6 α∗. The last
two assertions follow easily.
We will often refer to (−)∗ operator as saturation operator and call a structure α
saturated if α∗ = α (i.e. if 1 6 α and α · α 6 α).
We will now discuss Conditions (1)-(5). At first let us focus on the last condition. It
says that if a morphism f is a (lax or oplax) homomorphism between two structures α and
β then it is also a (lax or oplax) homomorphism between their saturations α∗ and β∗. This
technical property proves to be useful in Section 6 when defining weak bisimulation and
studying its properties. Its stronger version is also used in Theorem 5.2 in order to pinpoint
the relation between α∗ and the least fixpoint of the assignment x 7→ 1 ∨ x · α. Let us
now focus on Conditions (1)-(4). Saturating a structure α can be thought of as an abstract
way to consider its reflexive and transitive closure. Indeed, the first four axioms say that
given a coalgebra α the structure α∗ is the least coalgebra closed under the composition
such that 1 6 α∗ and α 6 α∗. However, it may not be instantly clear to the reader why
we choose Conditions (1)-(4) to define the saturator and not any other. These conditions
bare some resemblance to the axioms of Kleene algebra (A,+, ·,∗ ) [21] and Kleene monad
[10]. We are intentionally not using those, as some of our main examples fit the framework
presented above but would not fit the Kleene monad framework. To be more precise,
one of the requirements for a monad to be a Kleene monad is that the composition in
Kl(T ) distributes over finite suprema. However, the monad used to model Segala systems
described in Section 8 gives rise to its Kleisli category where the composition does not satisfy
this property. Here, we would also like to give a categorical interpretation of saturated
coalgebras and Conditions (1)-(4). Any order enriched category is a special type of a 2-
category with the 2-cell structure imposed by the partial order on its hom-sets. In an
arbitrary 2-categorical setting one can introduce the notion of a monad in a 2-category as
a 1-cell t : X → X with the same domain and codomain whose unit and multiplication
are given by 2-cells η : idX =⇒ t and µ : t ◦ t =⇒ t satisfying the usual monad laws
(see e.g. [23] for basic definitions and properties from 2-category theory). In this case any
ordinary monad on a category is a monad in Cat, the 2-category of all categories as objects,
functors as 1-cells and natural transformations as 2-cells. Now, if we view the order enriched
category Kl(T ) as a 2-category then the saturated coalgebras are exactly monads in Kl(T )
with the unit and the multiplication given by the 2-cells 1 6 α and α · α 6 α respectively
(the monad laws hold vacuously in this setting). A careful study of the definition of a free
monad over a functor [6] leads to a conclusion that by Conditions (2) and (4) the saturated
coalgebra α∗ : X−→•◦ X can be in fact thought of as a free monad over α.
The following theorem shows the connection between saturation and the least fixed
point of the assignment x 7→ 1 ∨ x · α.
Theorem 5.2. Assume that hom-sets in Kl(T ) admit finite joins and that for any f :
X−→•◦ Y and β : Y−→•◦ Y in Kl(T ) we have:
f · α2β · f =⇒ f · α∗2β∗ · f for 2 ∈ {6,>}. (5.1)
Then α∗ = µx.(1 ∨ x · α).
Proof. In the first part of the proof we show that for any α : X−→•◦ X if γ = 1 ∨ γ · α for
a structure γ : X−→•◦ X then α∗ 6 γ. Assume γ = 1 ∨ γ · α. Then γ · α 6 γ = 1 · γ. By
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implication (5.1) we get γ · α∗ 6 1∗ · γ = 1 · γ = γ. Since 1 6 γ we can infer that
α∗ = 1 · α∗ 6 γ · α∗ 6 γ.
In order to complete the proof we need to show that α∗ = 1 ∨ α∗ · α. The proof below is a
simplification of a proof generated by Prover9 [26]. The following properties hold.
(a) (α∗ · α)∗ = α∗. By Condition (5) and Lemma 5.1 since
α 6 α∗ · α 6 α∗ · α∗ = α∗.
(b) α · α∗ = α∗ · α. By the equality α · α = α · α and the implication (5.1).
(c) α∗ · (1 ∨ α) = α∗. By the following inequalities:
α∗ = α∗ · 1 6 α∗ · (1 ∨ α) 6 α∗ · α∗ = α∗.
(d) α · α∗ · (1 ∨ α) = α · α∗. By multiplying the previous equality by α.
(e) α∗ · α · (1 ∨ α∗ · α) = α∗ · α. Substitute α with α∗ · α in ((d)). We get:
α∗ · α · (α∗ · α)∗ · (1 ∨ α∗ · α) = α∗ · α · (α∗ · α)∗.
We use ((a)) and obtain:
α∗ · α · α∗ · (1 ∨ α∗ · α) = α∗ · α · α∗.
By applying ((b)) and α∗ · α∗ = α∗ we get the desired conclusion.
( f ) γ · β 6 β =⇒ γ∗ · β = β. If γ · β 6 β = β · 1 then γ∗ · β 6 β. Moreover, since 1 6 γ∗
we get β 6 γ∗ · β which proves the assertion.
(g) 1 ∨ α∗ · α = α∗ · (1 ∨ α∗ · α). By ((e)) we get
α∗ · α · (1 ∨ α∗ · α) 6 1 ∨ α∗ · α.
By applying (( f )) with β = 1 ∨ α∗ · α and γ = α∗ · α and by using ((a)) we get:
α∗ · (1 ∨ α∗ · α) = (α∗ · α)∗ · (1 ∨ α∗ · α) = 1 ∨ α∗ · α.
(h) α∗ = 1 ∨ α∗ · α. By ((g)) and the fact that α∗ · (1 ∨ α∗ · α) = α∗. The last equality
follows by
α∗ 6 α∗ · (1 ∨ α∗ · α) 6 α∗ · α∗ = α∗.
Remark 5.3. It is important to see that a monad T is an ordered saturation monad
satisfying implication (5.1) if and only if the identity monad Id on the Kleisli category
Kl(T ) is an ordered saturation monad. We do not know if the above theorem remains true
if we remove implication (5.1) from the assumptions. We leave it as an open problem.
5.1. Ordered saturation monads: sufficient conditions. The purpose of this subsec-
tion is to list different sufficient conditions that guarantee a given monad is an ordered
saturation monad. The subsection is divided into three independent paragraphs. The re-
sults presented here are used in Subsection 5.2 and Section 8 in order to prove that the
monads associated with labelled transition systems and Segala systems are ordered satura-
tion monads.
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5.1.1. Kleene monads are ordered saturation monads. The purpose of this paragraph is to
show that any Kleene monad [10] is an ordered saturation monad. A monad T is called
additive if the category Kl(T ) is enriched over join-semilattices with a least element. To be
more precise, for any two objects X,Y ∈ Kl(T ) the set HomKl(T )(X,Y ) is a join-semilattice
with the join operation given by ∨ and the smallest element ⊥ satisfying:
• (f ∨ g) · h = f · h ∨ g · h for any f, g : X−→•◦ Y and h : Z−→•◦ X,
• h · (f ∨ g) = h · f ∨ h · g for any f, g : X−→•◦ Y and h : X−→•◦ Z,
• f · ⊥=⊥ ·f =⊥ for any f : X−→•◦ Y .
An additive monad (T, µ, η) is called Kleene monad [10] if for any composable morphisms
p, r in Kl(T ) the assignments:
f 7→ p ∨ f · r and f 7→ p ∨ r · f
both have least fixpoints w.r.t. the order on HomKl(T )(X,Y ) and for any morphism q with
a suitable domain and codomain:
µx.(p · q ∨ x · r) = p · µx.(q ∨ x · r), (5.2)
µx.(p · q ∨ r · x) = µx.(p ∨ r · x) · q. (5.3)
These two conditions can be equivalently restated in terms of a single identity given by [10]:
µx.(p ∨ x · r) · q = p · µx.(q ∨ r · x).
Theorem 5.4. Any Kleene monad is an ordered saturation monad which additionally sat-
isfies:
f · α2β · f =⇒ f · α∗2β∗ · f for 2 ∈ {6,>}
for any α : X−→•◦ X, f : X−→•◦ Y and β : Y−→•◦ Y .
Proof. For any α : X−→•◦ X we define α∗ : X−→•◦ X to be
α∗ := µx.(1 ∨ x · α) = µx.(1 ∨ α · x).
Conditions (1) and (2) are obviously true. To see (3) holds set p = α∗, q = 1 and r = α in
identity (5.2). Then p · α = α∗ · α 6 α∗ and
p · α∗ = p · µx.(1 ∨ x · α) = µx.(p ∨ x · α) = p.
Condition (4) follows directly from (1)-(3) as if β satisfies 1 6 β, α 6 β and β · β 6 β it
follows that 1 ∨ β · (α ∨ 1) = β. Since α∗ = µx.(1 ∨ x · α) is also the least fixpoint of the
assignment x 7→ 1∨x · (α∨1) we get α∗ 6 β. To prove the last assertion assume f ·α 6 β ·f .
We have f · α 6 β∗ · f . Hence β∗ · f · α 6 β∗ · β∗ · f 6 β∗ · f . Let p = β∗ · f . Then p · α 6 p.
By the properties of a Kleene monad we get p · α∗ = p · µx.(1 ∨ x · α) = µx.(p ∨ x · α) 6 p.
Hence, β∗ · f · α∗ 6 β∗ · f . Since 1 6 β∗ we get f · α∗ 6 β∗ · f . Analogous reasoning proves
the implication for the inverse inequality.
Example 5.5. It is an easy exercise to prove that the powerset monad P is a Kleene monad
(see [10] for details). For any P-coalgebra α : X → PX the structure α∗ : X → PX is
given by α∗(x) =
⋃
n∈N∪{0} α
n(x), where α0 = 1X is the X-component of the unit of P.
As we have seen in Example 2.1 any structure α : X → PX may be viewed as a relation
Rα ⊆ X ×X. The relation Rα∗ associated with α
∗ : X → PX is exactly the reflexive and
transitive closure of Rα.
As a direct consequence of Theorem 5.4 we get the following.
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Corollary 5.6. If T is a Kleene monad then the identity monad Id on Kl(T ) is an ordered
saturation monad.
5.1.2. ω-cpo enriched categories and ordered saturation monads. The aim of this paragraph
is to show that if a monad T satisfies the properties listed below it is an ordered saturation
monad. This fact will be used in Section 8 to prove that the convex distribution monad
CM is an ordered saturation monad.
We say that a category is enriched over ω-complete partial orders or simply ω-cpo
enriched if each hom-set is a poset in which a supremum of every countable directed family
of morphisms f1 6 f2 6 . . . exists and that the composition preserves these suprema.
In this paragraph we assume the following:
• Kl(T ) is ω-cpo enriched,
• hom-sets in Kl(T ) admit finite joins,
• for any α : X−→•◦ X, any f : X → Y in C and β : Y−→•◦ Y the following implications hold:
f ♯ · α2β · f ♯ =⇒ f ♯ · (α ∨ 1)2(β ∨ 1) · f ♯ for 2 ∈ {6,>}.
Note that although we assume that hom-sets in Kl(T ) admit finite joins, the composition
does not necessarily distribute over them in general.
Theorem 5.7. If T is a monad satisfying the above properties then it is an ordered satura-
tion monad, where for any morphism α : X−→•◦ X the morphism α∗ is given by
α∗ =
∨
n∈N
(1 ∨ α)n.
Proof. The first two axioms of ordered saturation monad follow directly by the definition
of α∗. To see Condition (3) holds note that
α∗ · α∗ =
(∨
n
(1 ∨ α)n
)
·
(∨
m
(1 ∨ α)m
)
3
=
∨
m,n
(1 ∨ α)n · (1 ∨ α)m = α∗,
where the equality marked with 3 follows by the fact that Kl(T ) is ω-cpo enriched. Condi-
tion (4) follows directly from the definition of α∗. Indeed, if β satisfies the assumptions listed
in Condition (4) then (1 ∨ α) 6 β. Now by induction hypothesis assume that (1 ∨ α)n 6 β.
Then (1 ∨ α)n+1 = (1 ∨ α)n · (1 ∨ α) 6 β · β 6 β. This proves that for any n we have
(1 ∨ α)n 6 β. Hence,
α∗ =
∨
n
(1 ∨ α)n 6 β.
Finally, to prove Condition (5) assume f ♯ · α 6 β · f ♯. By our assumptions we infer that
f ♯ · (α ∨ 1) 6 (β ∨ 1) · f ♯. By induction hypothesis assume that f ♯ · (α ∨ 1)n 6 (β ∨ 1)n · f ♯
and consider
f ♯ · (α ∨ 1)n+1 = f ♯ · (α ∨ 1)n · (α ∨ 1) 6 (β ∨ 1)n · f ♯ · (α ∨ 1) 6 (β ∨ 1)n+1 · f ♯.
This and the fact that the monad is ω-cpo enriched proves that f ♯ · α∗ 6 β∗ · f ♯. Using a
similar argument we prove the assertion for the inverse inequality.
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5.1.3. Ordered saturation monad TS. In this paragraph we assume the following:
• T is an ordered saturation monad with saturation denoted by (−)∗,
• a functor S : C→ C lifts to S : Kl(T )→ Kl(T ),
• (S,m, e) is a monad on the category Kl(T ).
Note that S does not have to be a monad and we only assume that its lifting S is. By
composing two adjunctions C ⇄ Kl(T ) ⇄ Kl(S) we introduce a monadic structure on
TS : C→ C. The formula for the composition • in Kl(TS) can be found in Subsection 2.3.
It can be also expressed in terms of the composition · in Kl(T ) as follows. For f : X → TSY
and g : Y → TSZ we have
g • f = m · Sg · f.
The aim of this paragraph is to prove that given some mild assumptions on S, the monad
TS is an ordered saturation monad. We will see examples of application of the theorems
below in Subsection 5.2 and in Section 8.
Theorem 5.8. Assume S is locally monotonic and
mX · S[(mX · Sα)
∗ · eX ] = (mX · Sα)
∗ (5.4)
for any α : X−→•◦ SX in Kl(T ). Then TS is an ordered saturation monad.
Proof. In the first part of the proof we show that the Kleisli category for the monad TS is
order enriched. For any two objects X,Y we have HomKl(TS)(X,Y ) = HomKl(T )(X,SY ).
We impose an order on each hom-set HomKl(TS)(X,Y ) by considering the partial order
from HomKl(T )(X,SY ). Let f1, f2 : X → TSY and g1, g2 : Y → TSZ be morphisms in
Kl(TS) and let f1 6 f2 and g1 6 g2. We have
g1 • f1 = m · Sg1 · f1 6 m · Sg1 · f2 = g1 • f2,
g1 • f1 = m · Sg1 · f1 6 m · Sg2 · f1 = g2 • f1.
This proves that Kl(TS) is an order enriched category. We will now show that the
monad TS is an ordered saturation monad. Let α : X−→•◦ SX. We define α⋆ : X−→•◦ SX
by:
α⋆ := (mX · Sα)
∗ · eX . (5.5)
We will prove that (−)⋆ satisfies the desired properties from the definition of an ordered
saturation monad. Indeed, to see that Condition (1) holds, it is enough to see that 1SX 6
(mX · Sα)
∗. Hence, eX = 1SX · eX 6 (mX · Sα)
∗ · eX = α
⋆. To prove that Condition (2) is
satisfied, note that mX · Sα 6 (mX · Sα)
∗. Therefore, α = mX · Sα · eX 6 (mX · Sα)
∗ · eX .
To see Condition (3) holds consider
α⋆ • α⋆ = mX · S((mX · Sα)
∗ · eX) · (mX · Sα)
∗ · eX =
(mX · Sα)
∗ · (mX · Sα)
∗ · eX 6 (mX · Sα)
∗ · eX = α
⋆.
To see Condition (4) is true, take any β : X−→•◦ SX and assume eX 6 β, α 6 β and
β • β 6 β. The first two inequalities imply that mX · SeX 6 mX · Sβ (i.e. 1SX 6 mX · Sβ)
and mX ·Sα 6 mX ·Sβ. The third implies that S(β •β) 6 S(β). This precisely means that
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S(mX · S(β) · β) 6 Sβ. Hence,
S(mX) · S
2
(β) · S(β) 6 Sβ,
mX · S(mX) · S
2
(β) · S(β) 6 mX · Sβ,
mX ·mSX · S
2
(β) · S(β) 6 mX · Sβ,
mX · Sβ ·mX · Sβ 6 mX · Sβ.
By the fact that T is an ordered saturation monad we infer (mX · Sα)
∗ 6 mX · Sβ. This
means that (mX · Sα)
∗ · eX 6 mX · Sβ · eX = β which proves the assertion. We will now
prove Condition (5) holds. Consider a morphism f : X → Y in C and β : Y−→•◦ SY . We
will show the following implication:
f ♯♯ • α 6 β • f ♯♯ =⇒ f ♯♯ • α⋆ 6 β⋆ • f ♯♯.
Note that f ♯♯ = eY · f
♯. We have:
f ♯♯ • α 6 β • f ♯♯,
mY · Sf
♯♯ · α 6 mY · Sβ · f
♯♯,
mY · S(eY · f
♯) · α 6 mY · Sβ · eY · f
♯,
mY · S(eY ) · Sf
♯ · α 6 mY · eSY · β · f
♯,
Sf ♯ · α 6 β · f ♯.
This implies that
S
2
f ♯ · Sα 6 Sβ · Sf ♯,
mY · S
2
f ♯ · Sα 6 mY · Sβ · Sf
♯,
Sf ♯ ·mX · Sα 6 mY · Sβ · Sf
♯,
(Sf)♯ ·mX · Sα 6 mY · Sβ · (Sf)
♯.
Since T is ordered saturation monad we get:
Sf ♯ · (mX · Sα)
∗
6 (mY · Sβ)
∗ · Sf ♯,
mY · SeY · Sf
♯ · (mX · Sα)
∗
6 mY · S[(mY · Sβ)
∗ · eY ] · Sf
♯,
mY · SeY · Sf
♯ · (mX · Sα)
∗ · eX 6 mY · S(β
⋆) · Sf ♯ · eX ,
mY · SeY · Sf
♯ · α⋆ 6 mY · Sβ
⋆ · eY · f
♯,
f ♯♯ • α⋆ 6 β⋆ • f ♯♯.
The implication with the inverse inequality is proved analogously.
Remark 5.9. Identity (5.4) can be intuitively understood as a form of distributivity of
S and its monadic multiplication over (−)∗. We will show this law on a more concrete
example. The left hand side of this identity spelled out in the case of T being a Kleene
monad looks as follows:
mX · S
(
µx.(1 ∨ (mX · Sα) · x) · eX
)
= mX · S
(
µx.(eX ∨mX · Sα · x)
)
.
The right hands side of this identity is µx.(1 ∨mX · Sα · x). The next theorem gives suffi-
cient conditions for (5.4) to hold in the setting of ω-cpo enriched category Kl(T ) satisfying
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additional properties. To see the intuition behind identity (5.5) the reader is referred to
Example 5.12.
Theorem 5.10. Assume that:
• the Keisli category Kl(T ) is ω-cpo enriched,
• hom-sets in Kl(T ) admit finite joins,
• S is locally continuous, i.e. S
∨
i fi =
∨
i Sfi for any countable directed family of mor-
phisms f1 6 f2 6 . . .,
• for any α : X−→•◦ SX we have 1 ∨mX · Sα = mX · S(eX ∨ α).
Then the monad TS is an ordered saturation monad.
Proof. By our assumptions and Theorem 5.7 we have α∗ =
∨
n∈N(α ∨ 1)
n for any α. Since
any locally continuous functor is locally monotonic, by Theorem 5.8 we only need to show
that mX · S[(mX · Sα)
∗ · eX ] = (mX · Sα)
∗. We have (mX · Sα)
∗ =
∨
n(mX · Sα ∨ 1)
n.
Therefore,
mX · S
[(∨
n
(mX · Sα ∨ 1)
n
)
· eX
]
=
∨
n
mX · S
[(
mX · S(α ∨ eX)
)n
· eX
]
=
∨
n
mX · S
[(
mX · S(α ∨ eX)
)n]
· SeX =
∨
n
mX ·
(
SmX · S
2
(α ∨ eX)
)
· . . . ·
(
SmX · S
2
(α ∨ eX)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
·SeX
We have: ∨
n
mX · SmX · S
2
(α ∨ eX) · . . . · SmX · S
2
(α ∨ eX) · SeX =∨
n
mX ·mSX · S
2
(α ∨ eX) · . . . · SmX · S
2
(α ∨ eX) · SeX .
This implies that:∨
n
mX · S(α ∨ eX) ·mX · . . . · SmX · S
2
(α ∨ eX) · SeX = . . . =∨
n
mX · S(α ∨ eX) · . . . ·mX · S(α ∨ eX) ·mX · SeX =∨
n
(mX · Sα ∨ 1)
n = (mX · Sα)
∗.
5.2. Saturation for LTS and non-deterministic automata. Here, we deal with coalge-
bras whose type functors are of the form PFτ for Fτ = Στ ×Id and Fτ = Στ ×Id+1. The
subsection is divided into two paragraphs. In the first paragraph we revisit the saturation
procedure for LTS stated in Subsection 3.1 and 3.3. The second paragraph is devoted to
non-deterministic automata saturation.
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5.2.1. Labelled transition systems revisited. As noted in Example 2.4 the functor
Στ × Id : Set→ Set
lifts to Στ : Kl(P) → Kl(P) by the corresponding distributive law given by the strength t
of P. Moreover, the strength map tX,Y satisfies:
tX,Y (x,∅) = ∅ and tX,Y (x,
⋃
i∈I
Yi) =
⋃
i∈I
tX,Y (x, Yi).
Hence, for any family {fi : X → PY }i∈I of morphisms we have:
Στ
∨
i
fi =
∨
i
Στfi.
Consider the monad (Στ ,m, e) from Subsection 3.1. We have the following.
Theorem 5.11. The LTS monad P(Στ × Id) : Set→ Set is an ordered saturation monad
with the saturation operator defined for any α : X → P(Στ ×X) by:
(mX · Στα)
∗ · eX ,
where (−)∗ denotes the saturation operator for P-coalgebras.
Proof. The proof follows directly by the fact that the category Kl(P) is enriched over
complete join-semilattices, by the properties above and Theorem 5.10 (take T = P and
S = Στ × Id).
Example 5.12. Let X = {x, y, z}, Στ = {σ, τ} and consider the LTS coalgebra α : X →
P(Στ ×X) whose structure is given by:
?>=<89:;x τ // ?>=<89:;y σ
ii
?>=<89:;z
σ
OO
Consider the coalgebras
Στα : Στ ×X → P(Στ × (Στ ×X)) and mX · Στα : Στ ×X → P(Στ ×X).
The first structure is an LTS coalgebra with the set of states given by Στ ×X. The second
can be viewed as a P-coalgebra over the same state space. They are depicted below.
GFED@ABCτz
τ

GFED@ABCτy
τ

GFED@ABCτxτoo
GFED@ABCσx
σ
==③③③③③③ GFED@ABCσy
σ
TT
GFED@ABCσz
σ
__
GFED@ABCτz

GFED@ABCτy

GFED@ABCτxoo
GFED@ABCσx
==③③③③③③ GFED@ABCσy GFED@ABCσz
Finally, consider the coalgebras:
(mX · Στα)
∗ : Στ ×X → P(Στ ×X) and (mX · Στα)
∗ · eX : X → P(Στ ×X).
The first structure should be considered a P-coalgebra and it is simply the reflexive and
transitive closure of the P-coalgebra mX · Στα. The second is a labelled transition system
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coalgebra. They are both depicted below.
GFED@ABCτz //
❉❉❉
!!❉
❉❉


GFED@ABCτy




GFED@ABCτxoo

}}③③
③③
③③
GFED@ABCσx
VV
//
==③③③③③③ GFED@ABCσy
TT
GFED@ABCσz
VV
?>=<89:;x σ,τ //τ ** ?>=<89:;y σ,τ
ii
?>=<89:;z
σ
OO
τ
VV
σ
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
To summarize, since the monadic multiplication of Στ commutes with the reflexive and
transitive closure (−)∗ in Kl(P) we can first turn an LTS coalgebra α into an endomorphism
mX ·Στα in Kl(P) and saturate it afterwards to obtain the map (mX ·Στα)
∗. Precomposing
the saturated map with eX in Kl(P) yields the desired labelled transition system.
5.2.2. Non-deterministic automata with silent moves. Here, we take
Fτ = Στ × Id+ 1.
This functor lifts to F τ : Kl(P) → Kl(P) with the corresponding distributive law λ :
FτP =⇒ PFτ given in Example 4.5. It is easy to see that for an arbitrary non-empty
family {fi : X → PY }i∈I of morphisms we have:
F τ (
∨
fi) = λY ◦ Fτ
∨
i
fi =
∨
i
λY ◦ Fτfi =
∨
i
F τfi.
Let (F τ ,m, e) be the monad from Example 4.5. By a similar reasoning as we used in the
previous paragraph the Set-based monad P(Στ × Id+ 1) is an ordered saturation monad.
For any α : X → P(Στ ×X + 1) we have:
α∗(x) = {(τ, x)} ∪ {(σ, x′) | x(
τ
→)∗◦
σ
→ ◦(
τ
→)∗x′} ∪ { | x(
τ
→)∗x′ and  ∈ α(x′)}.
It should be noted that, in fact, a stronger condition holds.
Theorem 5.13. The monad F τ : Kl(P)→ Kl(P) is an ordered saturation monad.
Proof. Since P is a Kleene monad, by Corollary 5.6 the identity monad on Kl(P) is an
ordered saturation monad. The remaining part of the proof is similar to the proof of
Theorem 5.11 and hence is omitted.
Remark 5.14. The small difference between the fact that PFτ : Set → Set is an ordered
saturation monad and that Fτ : Kl(P) → Kl(P) is one lies in Condition (5) from the
definition of ordered saturation monad. By the above theorem this condition now holds for
any morphism f : X → PY taken from Kl(P).
The reader is referred to Section 7 to see an interesting example of an application of
the above theorem. We will use it to demonstrate what final weak bisimulation semantics
is for non-deterministic automata considered as Fτ -coalgebras in the base category Kl(P).
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6. Weak bisimulation for coalgebras over ordered saturation monads
The aim of this section is to define weak bisimulation and study its properties in the setting
of Set-based coalgebras. Here, we assume that T is an ordered saturation monad on Set.
We restrict ourselves to this category intentionally since it is easier for us to formulate the
definition of weak bisimulation and study its properties. The next section describes the
more general case from the point of view of final weak bisimulation semantics. Note that
in this section and in the definition of weak bisimulation we do not consider any visible
or silent part of the type functor T . We assume this is handled internally by its monadic
structure. This section is motivated by our results presented in [5]. In this case though, a
saturator is not an arbitrary closure operator, but it is directly linked to the type T via the
theory presented in Section 5.
Definition 6.1. We say that a symmetric relation R ⊆ X ×X is a weak bisimulation on
α : X → TX if there is a coalgebraic structure γ : R→ TR such that in the category Kl(T )
we have:
α · π♯1 6 π
♯
1 · γ and π
♯
2 · γ 6 α
∗ · π♯2.
These two inequalities can be restated in terms of the composition in Set as follows:
α ◦ π1 6 Tπ1 ◦ γ and Tπ2 ◦ γ 6 α
∗ ◦ π2.
They amount to the commutativity of the following (lax) diagram in Set:
X
6α

R
γ

π1oo π2 //
6
X
α∗
TX TR
Tπ1
oo
Tπ2
// TX
The assumption about symmetry of R allows us to formulate the definition in a more
compact way, with only one diagram, and this is the only reason why we use it.
Example 6.2. Let T = P(Στ × Id) be the LTS monad from Subsection 3.1 and let α be
an LTS coalgebra. As we have seen in Subsection 3.1 and 5.2 its saturation α∗ is given by:
α∗(x) = {(σ, x′) | x(
τ
→)∗◦
σ
→ ◦(
τ
→)∗x′} ∪ {(τ, x)}.
It is easy to see that a relation R on α is a weak bisimulation according to the above
definition if and only if it is a weak bisimulation in the sense of Definition 3.2. To see
another example the reader is referred to Section 8.
Lemma 6.3. If a relation R ⊆ X × X is a strong bisimulation on α∗ then it is a weak
bisimulation on α.
Given a morphism f : X → Y a kernel pair is a pullback of X
f
→ Y
f
← X. For more
information on kernel pairs and Set-endofunctors weakly preserving kernel pairs the reader
is referred to e.g. [12].
Lemma 6.4. Let T weakly preserve kernel pairs. If R ⊆ X ×X is an equivalence relation
and a weak bisimulation on α : X → TX then there is a structure γ : R → TR such that
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the following diagram commutes:
X
=α∗ 
R
=γ 
π1oo π2 // X
α∗
TX TR
Tπ1
oo
Tπ2
// TX
In other words, R is a strong bisimulation on α∗ : X → TX.
Proof. Since R is a symmetric relation and a weak bisimulation there is a structure γ : R→
TR such that α ·π♯1 6 π
♯
1 ·γ and α
∗ ·π♯2 > π
♯
2 ·γ. By the properties of saturation we can infer
that α∗ ·π♯1 6 π
♯
1 ·γ
∗ and α∗ ·π♯2 > π
♯
2 ·γ
∗. Let p : X → X/R;x 7→ [x]R. Since p ◦π1 = p ◦π2
we have p♯ · π♯1 · γ
∗ = p♯ · π♯2 · γ
∗. Therefore,
p♯ · α∗ · π♯1 6 p
♯ · π♯1 · γ
∗ = p♯ · π♯2 · γ
∗ 6 p♯ · α∗ · π♯2.
Let k : R→ R; (a, b) 7→ (b, a). Hence,
p♯ · α∗ · π♯1 · k
♯ 6 p♯ · α∗ · π♯2 · k
♯.
Since π1◦k = π2 and π2◦k = π1 we get p
♯ ·α∗ ·π♯2 6 p
♯ ·α∗ ·π♯1. Therefore, p
♯ ·α∗ ·π♯2 = p
♯ ·α∗ ·π♯1
(i.e. Tp ◦ α∗ ◦ π1 = Tp ◦ α
∗ ◦ π2). Since R with π1 and π2 is a pullback of X
p
→ X/R
p
← X
and since T weakly preserves kernel pairs there is a structure γ′ : R → TR making the
following diagram commute:
TX
Tp// T (X/R)
TR
Tπ2 //
Tπ1
OO
TX
Tp
OO
R
α∗◦π1
@@
α∗◦π2
88
γ′
==
Hence, γ′ : R → TR is a coalgebra for which π1, π2 : R → X are homomorphisms from γ
′
to α∗. This proves the assertion.
We say that a monad T whose Kleisli category is order enriched weakly lax preserves
pullbacks provided that for any pullback diagram on the left the diagram on the right is a
weak pullback diagram:
P
p1

p2 // B
g

A
f
// C
TP
Tp1

Tp2 // TB
Tg

TA
Tf
// TC
such that for any object X with q1 : X → TA, q2 : X → TB and Tf ◦ q1 6 Tg ◦ q2 there is
ξ : X → TP satisfying q1 6 Tp1 ◦ ξ and Tp2 ◦ ξ 6 q2:
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X
q2 //
q1

6
TB
Tg

=⇒
X
6
ξ //
q2
6 $$
q1 ..
TP
Tp1

Tp2
// TB
Tg

TA
Tf
// TC TA
Tf
// TC
Example 6.5. The powerset monad weakly preserves pullbacks and also weakly lax pre-
serves them. To see this consider two maps A
f
→ C
g
← B. Their pullback is given by
P = {(a, b) | f(a) = g(b)}, π1 : P → A and π2 : P → B. Assume that for an object X
and morphisms q1 : X → PA and q2 : X → PB we have Pf ◦ q1 6 Pg ◦ q2. For x ∈ X
let Ax ⊆ A and Bx ⊆ B such that q1(x) = Ax and q2(x) = Bx. By our assumption we get
f(Ax) ⊆ g(Bx). This means that for any a ∈ Ax there is ba ∈ Bx such that f(a) = g(ba).
Define ξ : X → PP on x ∈ X by ξ(x) = {(a, ba) ∈ P | a ∈ Ax}. The map ξ satisfies the
desired properties. By a similar argument we can prove that the LTS monads P(Στ × Id)
and P(Σ∗ × Id) from Section 3 also satisfy this property.
Lemma 6.6. The following assertions are true:
• Let arbitrary cotupling in Kl(T ) be monotonic. If {Ri}i∈I is a family of weak bisimulations
on α : X → TX then
⋃
i∈I Ri is a weak bisimulation on this structure.
• If R and S are weak bisimulations on α : X → TX and if T weakly lax preserves pullbacks
then R ◦ S is a weak bisimulation.
Proof. We will now prove the first assertion. Let {Ri}i∈I be a family of weak bisimulations
on α : X → TX with suitable structures γi : Ri → TRi. Let the coproduct in SetT of
the family of coalgebras {γi : Ri → TRi}i be denoted by γ :
∐
iRi → T (
∐
iRi) (such
a coproduct always exists for coalgebras over Set - see e.g. [12, 33] for details). Since
arbitrary cotupling in Kl(T ) is monotonic and since the coproducts in Kl(T ) come from the
base category we have:
Ri
π2 //
ini
%%
γi

6
X
α∗

>
∐
iRi
p2oo
γ

TRi
Tπ2
//
T ini
99
TX T
∐
iRiTp2
oo
Ri
π1 //
ini
%%
γi

>
X
α

6
∐
iRi
p1oo
γ

TRi
Tπ1
//
T ini
99
TX T
∐
iRiTp1
oo
In the above diagrams ini : Ri →
∐
iRi denotes the coprojection into the i-th component,
and p1, p2 the cotuples [{π1 : Ri → X}i∈I ] and [{π2 : Ri → X}i∈I ] respectively. Hence, the
following inequalities hold in Kl(T ):
p♯1 · γ > α · p
♯
1, (6.1)
p♯2 · γ 6 α
∗ · p♯2. (6.2)
Define p :
∐
iRi →
⋃
iRi; (x, y, i) 7→ (x, y) and consider a right inverse q of this map. Define
γ′ :
⋃
iRi → T (
⋃
iRi) by:
γ′ := Tp ◦ γ ◦ q = p♯ · γ · q♯.
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By the inequality (6.1) we have p♯1 · γ · q
♯ > α · p♯1 · q
♯. Since p1 = π1 ◦ p we have:
π♯1 · γ
′ = π♯1 · p
♯ · γ · q♯ = p♯1 · γ · q
♯
> α · p♯1 · q
♯ = α · π♯1.
By the inequality (6.2) using a similar argument as above we prove π♯2 · γ
′ 6 α∗ · π♯2.
To prove the second assertion consider weak bisimulations R and S with structures
γR : R→ TR and γS : S → TS respectively. Let A with p1 : A→ S and p2 : A→ R be the
pullback of π2 : R→ X and π1 : S → X. By our assumptions we have
A
p2

p1

R
6γ∗R 
π2 // X
6α∗ 
S
γ∗S
π1oo
TR
Tπ2
// TX TS
Tπ1
oo
TATp2
ZZ
Tp1
EE
A
∃ξ
✤
✤
γ∗S◦p1

γ∗R◦p2

6 6TA
Tp1 ##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋
Tp2{{①①
①①
①①
TR
Tπ1 ##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋ TS
Tπ1{{①①
①①
①①
TX
Note that the set A is given by A = {((a, b), (b, c)) | (a, b) ∈ R and (b, c) ∈ S}. Define
the map p : A → R ◦ S; ((a, b), (b, c)) 7→ (a, c). Surjectivity of p allows us to introduce a
coalgebraic structure on R ◦ S as follows
γ : R ◦ S → T (R ◦ S); γ = T (p) ◦ ξ ◦ q,
where q is a right inverse of p. Moreover, we have:
π♯1 · γ = π
♯
1 · p
♯ · ξ · q♯ = π♯1 · p
♯
1 · ξ · q
♯ > π♯1 · γ
∗
R · p
♯
1 · q
♯
> α · π♯1 · p
♯
1 · q
♯ = α · π♯1 · p
♯ · q♯ = α · π♯1.
Similarily we prove that π♯2 · γ 6 α
∗ · π♯2.
The following lemma and theorem are a direct consequences of the results above.
Lemma 6.7. Assume that arbitrary cotupling in Kl(T ) is monotonic. Then the greatest
weak bisimulation ≈∗ on a coalgebra α : X → TX exists. Moreover, if additionally T weakly
lax preserves pullbacks then ≈∗ is an equivalence relation.
Theorem 6.8. Assume that arbitrary cotupling in Kl(T ) is monotonic and let T weakly lax
preserve pullbacks. The greatest weak bisimulation ≈∗ on a coalgebra α : X → TX coincides
with the greatest strong bisimulation on α∗ : X → TX.
Assume that the category SetT admits the terminal object ζ : Z → TZ and let behα
denote the unique homomorphism from a coalgebra α : X → TX to the final coalgebra
ζ. By Theorem 6.8 and the usual coinduction principle [33] weak coinduction rule can be
stated as follows. If the assumptions of Theorem 6.8 are met then for any α : X → TX we
have:
x ≈∗ y ⇐⇒ behα∗(x) = behα∗(y).
However, the lemma below says that in order to calculate behα∗ it is enough to compose
behα with behζ∗.
Lemma 6.9. For any α : X → TX we have: behα∗ = behζ∗ ◦ behα.
Proof. By the definition of an ordered saturation monad the map behα is also a homo-
morphism from α∗ to ζ∗. Therefore, behζ∗ ◦ behα is a homomorphism from α
∗ to ζ. By
uniqueness we can infer the desired equality.
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Theorem 6.10. Assume that arbitrary cotupling in Kl(T ) is monotonic and let T weakly
lax preserve pullbacks. Then for any x, y ∈ X we have
x ≈∗ y ⇐⇒ behζ∗ ◦ behα(x) = behζ∗ ◦ behα(y).
7. Weak bisimulation via final semantics
This section is devoted to defining weak bisimulation semantics via terminal object in a
general setting of coalgebras whose type is a monad T with Kl(T ) an order enriched category.
We define the following categories. Let CT,6 denote the category of all T -coalgebras and lax
homomorphisms between them. To be more precise if α : X → TX and β : Y → TY are
T -coalgebras then a morphism f : X → Y is a lax homomorphism if T (f) ◦ α 6 β ◦ f . Let
C∗T,6 denote a full subcategory of CT,6 consisting of T -coalgebras α : X → TX satisfying
1 6 α and α · α 6 α. We can restate the above two conditions using the composition in C
and order in Kl(T ) as follows:
TX TX
idoo
X
α
OO
ηX
TT
6
TX
Tα

X
αoo
α

6
TTX
µ
// TX
It is worth noting that, although these two conditions are not the conditions that define
Eilenberg-Moore algebras for a monad [24], they are somewhat partly dual to them. Indeed,
only some arrows are reversed and partial order introduced to the diagrams. Such categories
have been considered in modern mathematical literature under a name of T -monoids or
Kleisli T -algebras (see e.g. [8, 15, 36]). If T is the filter monad F on Set then the category
C∗F ,6 is equivalent to the category Top of topological spaces and continuous maps [8]. Let C
∗
T
denote the category with objects from C∗T,6 and morphisms being standard homomorphisms
from CT . In particular, the category C
∗
T is a full subcategory of CT . Now assume the
following:
(a) the inclusion functor C∗T,6 → CT,6 has a left adjoint denoted by (−)
∗,
CT,6
(−)∗ //
⊥ C∗T,6oo
(b) the functor (−)∗ : CT,6 → C
∗
T,6 lifts to (−)
∗ : CT → C
∗
T , i.e.
CT
(−)∗ //❴❴❴

C∗T

CT,6
(−)∗
// C∗T,6
(c) the functor (−)∗ : CT,6 → C
∗
T,6 is the identity on morphisms.
Example 7.1. If T is an ordered saturation monad then the functor CT,6 → C
∗
T,6 that
assigns to any coalgebra α : X → TX the saturated coalgebra α∗ and which is the identity
on morphisms satisfies ((a)), ((b)) and ((c)). This follows directly by the definition of
ordered saturation monads and that β ∈ C∗T iff β
∗ = β.
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Assume the category CT admits a final object ζ : Z → TZ. Let behα denote the unique
homomorphism from α : X → TX to ζ : Z → TZ. We define weak bisimulation semantics
morphism for any T -coalgebra α : X → TX by
wbehα := behα∗ .
Using a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 6.9 we show the following.
Theorem 7.2. For any α : X → TX we have:
wbehα = behα∗ = behζ∗ ◦ behα = wbehζ ◦ behα.
We end this section with an example of weak bisimulation semantics for coalgebras
considered in a category different from Set.
Example 7.3. Consider the monad Fτ : Kl(P) → Kl(P) from Example 4.5. As stated in
Theorem 5.13 it is an ordered saturation monad. Let the PFτ -coalgebra ζ be defined by:
ζ : Σ∗τ → P(Στ × Σ
∗
τ + 1) = PFτ (Σ
∗
τ );
{
σs 7→ {(σ, s)},
ε 7→ {}.
This coalgebra considered in Kl(P) as an Fτ -coalgebra ζ : Σ
∗
τ−→•◦ FτΣ
∗
τ is the final object in
Kl(P)Fτ [14]. For any non-deterministic automaton coalgebra α : X → P(Στ ×X + 1) con-
sidered in Kl(P) as a coalgebra α : X−→•◦ FτX the unique homomorphism behα : X−→•◦ Σ
∗
τ
is given by the map behα : X → P(Σ
∗
τ ) which assigns to any state x the set of words it
accepts [14]. For a word w ∈ Σ∗τ we have:
w ∈ behα(x) ⇐⇒
{
if w = σ1 . . . σn s.t. x
σ1→ ◦ . . . ◦
σn→ x′ and  ∈ α(x′),
if w = ε and  ∈ α(x).
By Subsection 5.2 and Theorem 7.2 it is easy to see that the weak bisimulation semantics
morphism wbehα = behα∗ is in this case given by the following. For a word w ∈ Σ
∗
τ we have
w ∈ wbehα(x) provided that

w ∈ τ∗ if x(
τ
→)∗x′ with  ∈ α(x′),
w ∈ τ∗σ1τ
∗ . . . τ∗σnτ
∗, for σi ∈ Σ if x(
τ
→)∗◦
σ1→ ◦(
τ
→)∗ . . . ◦
σn→ ◦(
τ
→)∗x′
with  ∈ α(x′).
It is easy to see that for x, x′ ∈ X we have wbehα(x) = wbehα(x
′) if and only if
Σ∗ ∩ wbehα(x) = Σ
∗ ∩ wbehα(x
′). (7.1)
Any coalgebra α : X → P(Στ ×X + 1) may be viewed as a non-deterministic automaton
with silent transitions [13, 39]. By identity (7.1) we can infer that wbehα(x) = wbehα(x
′)
if and only if x and x′ admit the same weak traces [17], i.e. if and only if trα(x) = trα(x
′),
where trα : X → P(Σ
∗) is given as follows. We have w ∈ trα(y) provided that:{
w = ε if y(
τ
→)∗y′ with  ∈ α(y′),
w = σ1 . . . σn, for σi ∈ Σ if y(
τ
→)∗◦
σ1→ ◦ . . . ◦
σn→ ◦(
τ
→)∗y′ with  ∈ α(y′).
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8. Saturation and weak bisimulation for Segala systems
(Simple) probabilistic systems [37, 38], known in the coalgebraic literature under the name
of (simple) Segala systems, are modelled as coalgebras of the type P(Σ× D) and PD(Σ×
Id) respectively [41] and require extra care. Although the powerset functor P and the
distribution functor D are endowed with natural monadic structures, the combination PD
lacks one as there is no distributive law DP =⇒ PD between the monads [43]. In order
to deal with this obstacle, we adopt a variant of one of the approaches proposed in [43]
that was further generalised in [18]. Later in this section we introduce the monad CM
which is inspired by the work of Jacobs [18]. As will be demonstrated, CM is suitable for
modelling the combination of possibilistic and probabilistic observations. In particular, we
will show that the monad CM(Στ × Id) can be used to model simple Segala systems and
their probabilistic weak bisimulations [37, 38].
Although Lynch and Segala in [37] and Segala in [38] present and study probabilistic
systems in their full generality, the notion of a probabilistic weak bisimulation is defined
in their work only for simple systems. Therefore, we start the section by recalling the
definitions proposed in [37, 38] concerning simple Segala systems only. For a simple Segala
system coalgebra α : X → P(Στ × DX), a state x ∈ X and σ ∈ Στ we write x
σ
→ µ if
(σ, µ) ∈ α(x). For a state x ∈ X and a measure ν ∈ D(Στ × X) a pair (x, ν) is called
a step in α if there is σ ∈ Στ and µ ∈ DX such that x
σ
→ µ and ν(σ, x′) = µ(x′) for
any x′ ∈ X. A combined step in α is a pair (x, ν), where x ∈ X and ν ∈ D(Στ × X) for
which there is a countable family of positive numbers {pi}i∈I such that
∑
i∈I pi = 1 and a
countable family of steps {(x, νi)}i∈I in α such that ν =
∑
i∈I pi ·νi. Note that for the sake of
simplicity and clarity of notation the definition of a combined step is a slight modification of
a similar definition presented in [37]. To be more precise, Segala also considers a possibility
of a deadlock in a combined step. However, for simple Segala systems deadlocks are not
taken into account. Hence, the notion of weak arrows
σ
; presented here remains the same
regardless of this small difference between the two definitions and is defined as follows. For
any natural number n we define
σ
;n⊆ X ×DX inductively by:
•
τ
;0= {(x, δx) | x ∈ X} and
σ
;0= ∅ for σ 6= τ ,
• x
σ
;n+1 µ if there is a combined step (x, ν) in α : X → P(Στ × DX) such that if
(σ′, x′) /∈ {σ, τ} ×X then ν(σ′, x′) = 0 and
µ =
∑
(σ′,x′)∈{σ,τ}×X
ν(σ′, x′) · µ(σ′,x′)
and if σ′ = σ then x′
τ
;n µ(σ′,x′) otherwise σ
′ = τ and x′
σ
;n µ(σ′,x′).
For any σ ∈ Στ we write a
σ
; µ whenever a
σ
;n µ for some n.
Definition 8.1. [37] We say that an equivalence relation R on X is a probabilistic weak
bisimulation on α if the following condition is satisfied:
(x, y) ∈ R and x
σ
→ µ implies y
σ
; µ′ and µ ≡DR µ
′,
where ≡DR= (Dπ1 ×Dπ2)(DR).
Remark 8.2. Segala in [38] also introduces a standard (i.e. not probabilistic) bisimulation.
In this definition one does not consider a convex combination of measures. Segala argues that
the probabilistic version is more suitable for probabilistic systems (see [38, Example 8.3.1]
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In this section we only work with finitary simple Segala systems, i.e. simple Segala
systems for which the functor D is replaced with the functor Dfin which assigns to any set
X the set DfinX of measures on X with finite support. In this case we also modify the
definition of a combined step where, instead of a countable family of positive numbers, we
assume the family {pi}i∈I to be finite. The main reason for this simplification is that in
order to put Segala systems into our framework, we need to provide the type functor with
a monadic structure. The suitable monad to do so is the monad CM which is described
below. As we will see, this monad only deals with measures with finite (not countable)
support and their finite convex combinations. We leave developing the theory describing an
analogous monad which deals with countable measures and countable convex combinations
as an open problem. To summarize, from now on we assume the following:
• in the definition of a combined step presented above we consider only a finite family of
non-negative numbers p1, . . . , pn and a finite family of steps. With this change we also
alter the definition of
σ
;.
Hence, if we refer to Definition 8.1 then we refer to the version with finitary combined steps.
The rest of this section is devoted to presentation of the monad CM, introducing a
monadic structure on CM(Στ × Id) (Subsection 8.1) and studying its properties from the
point of view of definition of weak bisimulation from Section 6. We end this section with
Theorem 8.17 which claims that Segala’s definition of weak bisimulation and our approach
coincide for simple Segala systems.
8.1. The monad CM and its properties. The aim of this subsection is to present the
monad CM which is highly inspired by the work of Jacobs [18]. A part of the results below
come from [18]. However, a part of the construction of this monad diverges slightly from
Jacobs’ original construction [18]. See Remark 8.3 below for a detailed discussion.
By [0,∞) we denote the semiring ([0,∞),+, ·) of non-negative real numbers with ordi-
nary addition and multiplication. By a [0,∞)-semimodule we mean a commutative monoid
with actions [0,∞) × (−) → (−) satisfying axioms listed in e.g. [9]. For a set X and a
mapping f : X → Y put
MX = {φ : X → [0,∞) | supp(φ) is finite},
Mf :MX →MY ;Mf(φ)(y) =
∑
x∈f−1(y)
φ(y).
We will often denote elements φ ∈ MX using the formal sum notation by
∑
x φ(x) · x or
simply by
∑
i=1,...,n φ(xi) · xi if supp(φ) = {x1, . . . , xn}. The set MX carries a monoid
structure via pointwise operation of addition, and [0,∞)-action via
(a · φ)(x) := a · φ(x),
which turnMX into a free semimodule over X (see e.g. [9, 18] for details). Let the category
of all [0,∞)-semimodules and homomorphisms be denoted by SMod[0,∞)(Set). We have the
following adjunction which yields a monadic structure on M (the left arrow is the forgetful
functor):
Set
M //
⊥ SMod[0,∞)(Set).oo
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For any [0,∞)-semimodule M and any non-empty subset U ⊆M define its convex closure
by:
U := {a1 · x1 + . . .+ an · xn | xi ∈ U, ai ∈ [0,∞) s.t.
n∑
i=1
ai = 1}.
The operator (−) is a closure operator [18]. We call a subset U ⊆M convex if U = U . Put
C(M) = {U ⊆ M | U is non-empty and convex}. The set C(M) ordered by inclusion forms
an affine complete lattice (i.e. a poset with joins of all non-empty subsets) with joins over
non-empty index sets I given by
∨
i Ui =
⋃
i Ui. Following [18] we define:
• U + V := {x+ y | x ∈ U, y ∈ V } for U, V ∈ C(M),
• 0 := {0},
• for any a ∈ [0,∞) and U ∈ C(M) put a · U := {a · x | x ∈ U}.
Remark 8.3. The remaining part of the construction of the monad CM diverges slightly
from the construction proposed in Jacobs’ work [18]. To be more precise, in order to
present a general definition of the monad CM, Jacobs considers the category SModS(ACL)
of semimodules which are affine complete lattices over an arbitrary zero sum-free semifield1
S which is itself an affine complete lattice. The monad CM from [18] is then obtained by
composing two adjunctions Set⇄ SModS(Set)⇄ SModS(ACL), with the second adjunction
yielding the convex combinations monad C. However, the semiring [0,∞) we consider here
does not satisfy the desired properties. Although it is a zero sum-free semifield, it is not
an affine complete lattice. We can turn the semiring [0,∞) into an affine complete lattice
by extending it with the greatest element ∞. However, the new structure [0,∞] is not a
semifield anymore. Since we are not aware of any construction of a zero sum-free semifield
which is an affine complete lattice that contains [0,∞) as a subalgebra we deviate from [18]
and build the convex combinations monad C directly on the category of [0,∞)-semimodules.
Note that, strictly speaking, by considering [0,∞)-semimodules we go outside of the scope
of Jacobs’ setting. Nevertheless, many results stated in [18] hold in our setting as the
assumption about S being an affine complete lattice is only used in the definition of the
category SModS(ACL).
The proof of the statement below is direct and goes along the lines of the proof of [18,
Lemma 4.2] and hence we omit it.
Theorem 8.4. We have:
• C(M) with the operations above is a [0,∞)-semimodule.
• The semimodule operations of C(M) preserve arbitrary non-empty joins.
• For a semimodule homomorphism f : M → N put
C(f) : C(M)→ C(N);U 7→ f(U).
The assignment C is an endofunctor C : SMod[0,∞)(Set)→ SMod[0,∞)(Set).
1A semiring is zero sum-free if the condition a+ b = 0 implies a = b = 0. It is a semifield if all non-zero
elements have multiplicative inverses.
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For a [0,∞)-semimodule M consider the following maps
ηM : M → C(M);x 7→ {x} and µM : C
2(M)→ C(M);U 7→
⋃
U.
It is easy to see that these are well defined [0,∞)-semimodule homomorphisms. Moreover,
they induce natural transformations η : Id =⇒ C and µ : C2 =⇒ C between suitable
endofunctors on SMod[0,∞)(Set). The proof of the following theorem is a straightforward
verification of monad axioms.
Theorem 8.5. The triple (C, µ, η) is a monad on SMod[0,∞)(Set).
The composition of the following two adjunctions yields a monad CM : Set→ Set:
Set
M //
⊥ SMod[0,∞)(Set)oo
♯
//
⊥ Kl(C).
UC
oo
For a set X and a map f : X → Y we have:
CMX = {U ⊆MX | U is convex and non-empty},
CMf : CMX → CMY ;U 7→ Mf(U).
The unit and the multiplication of CM are given on their X-components by:
X → CMX;x 7→ {1 · x} and
CM2X → CMX;U 7→
⋃
φ∈U
∑
V ∈CMX
{φ(V ) · ψ | ψ ∈ V }.
The formula for the composition in Kl(CM) is the same as the one given in [18] for Jacobs’
monad. For f : X → CMY and g : Y → CMZ we have:
g · f : X → CMZ;x 7→
⋃
φ∈f(x)
∑
y∈supp(φ)
{φ(y) · ψ | ψ ∈ g(y)}.
The proof of the lemma below is a direct translation of [18, Section 6] and hence we
omit it.
Lemma 8.6. We have the following:
• The Kleisli category Kl(CM) is enriched over directed complete partial orders with the
order on hom-sets given by
f 6 g ⇐⇒ f(x) ⊆ g(x) for any x ∈ X.
• If {fi : X−→•◦ Y }i∈I is a non-empty family of morphisms then
∨
i fi exists and is given by∨
i fi(x) :=
⋃
i fi(x). Moreover, for any g : Y−→•◦ Z we have g · (
∨
i fi) =
∨
i g · fi.
• Let 0X,Y : X → CMY ;x 7→ {0}. Then for any f : X−→•◦ Y in Kl(CM) we have 0 · f =
f · 0 = 0.
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Theorem 8.7. The monad CM is an ordered saturation monad.
Proof. By the fact that Kl(CM) is enriched over directed complete partial orders and by
Theorem 5.7 it follows that we only need to show the implication below. For any α : X−→•◦ X
and β : Y−→•◦ Y in Kl(CM) and any f : X → Y in Set we have:
f ♯ · α2β · f ♯ =⇒ f ♯ · (α ∨ 1)2(β ∨ 1) · f ♯ for {6,>}.
Indeed, by Lemma 8.6 it follows that f ♯ · (α ∨ 1) = f ♯ · α ∨ f ♯ for any f : X → Y . We will
now prove that (β ∨ 1) · f ♯ = β · f ♯ ∨ f ♯. Since we always have (β ∨ 1) · f ♯ > β · f ♯ ∨ f ♯,
it is enough to show that (β ∨ 1) · f ♯ 6 β · f ♯ ∨ f ♯. For x ∈ X assume φ ∈ (β ∨ 1) · f ♯(x).
We have φ ∈ (β ∨ 1)(f(x)). This precisely means that φ ∈ β(f(x)) ∪ {1 · f(x)}. Hence,
φ ∈ (β · f ♯ ∨ f ♯)(x) which proves the assertion. Now to prove the required implications
assume f ♯ · α2β · f ♯ for 2 ∈ {6,>}. We have
f ♯ · (α ∨ 1X) = f
♯ · α ∨ f ♯2β · f ♯ ∨ f ♯ = (β ∨ 1Y ) · f
♯.
By the above result and Theorem 5.7 it follows that for any α : X−→•◦ X in Kl(CM) we
have:
α∗ =
∨
n∈N
(α ∨ 1)n.
Let us introduce some notation. For a coalgebra α : X → CMX and x ∈ X we write
x→α φ if we have φ ∈ α(x). Let ⇒
n
α⊆ X ×MX denote the relation inductively defined as
follows:
• ⇒0α= {(x, 1 · x) | x ∈ X},
• if x →α ψ where ψ = r1 · x1 + . . . + rn · xn and x1 ⇒
n
α ψ1, . . . , xn ⇒
n
α ψn and x ⇒
n
α ψ
′
then
x⇒n+1α p · (r1 · ψ1 + . . .+ rn · ψn) + (1− p) · ψ
′ for any p ∈ [0, 1].
We have ⇒nα⊆⇒
n+1
α for any natural number n. By induction on n we prove the following
lemma.
Lemma 8.8. We have x⇒nα ψ if and only if ψ ∈ (α ∨ 1)
n(x).
Define ⇒α:=
⋃
n ⇒
n
α .
Theorem 8.9. We have x⇒α ψ if and only if ψ ∈ α
∗(x).
Proof. This follows directly by:
α∗(x) =
∨
n
(α ∨ 1)n(x) =
⋃
n
(α ∨ 1)n(x) =
⋃
n
(α ∨ 1)n(x).
The last equality holds since {(α ∨ 1)n(x)}n∈N is an ascending family of convex sets.
The monad CM comes with strength tX,Y : X × CMY → CM(X × Y ) given by
t(σ,U) = {
∑
x∈suppφ
φ(x) · (σ, x) | φ ∈ U}.
This yields a lifting Στ : Kl(CM) → Kl(CM) of the functor Στ × Id : Set → Set. Since
Kl(CM) is a category with zero morphisms we may introduce a monadic structure on
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Στ ∼= Σ+ Id : Kl(CM)→ Kl(CM) as in Subsection 4.1. The unit e and the multiplication
m of Στ are given on their X-components by:
eX : X → CM(Στ ×X);x 7→ {1 · (τ, x)},
mX : Στ × Στ ×X → CM(Στ ×X); (σ1, σ2, x) 7→


{1 · (σ1, x)} if σ2 = τ,
{1 · (σ2, x)} if σ1 = τ,
{0} otherwise.
Theorem 8.10. The monad CM(Στ × Id) obtained by composing two adjunctions
Set
//
⊥ Kl(CM)oo
//
⊥ Kl(Στ )oo
is an ordered saturation monad.
Proof. We will prove that all assumptions of Theorem 5.10 are satisfied for T = CM and
S = Στ . The first two assumptions hold by Lemma 8.6. We will now show that Στ is
locally continuous. We see that for any non-empty family {fi : X−→•◦ Y }i∈I of morphisms in
Kl(CM) we have tΣτ ,Y ◦ (idΣτ ×
∨
i fi) =
∨
i tΣτ ,Y ◦ (idΣτ × fi). This means that Στ
∨
i fi =∨
iΣτfi. Finally, we will show that the last assumption of Theorem 5.10 holds, namely:
1 ∨mX · Στα = mX · Στ (eX ∨ α). Indeed, by Lemma 8.6 we have
1 ∨mX · Στα = mX · ΣτeX ∨mX · Στα = mX · (Στ eX ∨ Στα) = mX · Στ (eX ∨ α).
Following the guidelines of the proof of Theorem 5.8 the formula for saturation of a
coalgebra α : X → CM(Στ × X) is given by α
⋆ = (mX · Στα)
∗ · eX . Our aim now will
be to describe the structure mX · Στα : Στ ×X → CM(Στ ×X) and its transitions. The
lemmas below will be used in the next subsection. Note that the coalgebra mX · Στα is
in fact a CM-coalgebra with a state-space given by Στ ×X. Hence we adopt the notation
for CM-coalgebras introduced in this subsection. From now on, in order to avoid heavy
notation, we will denote →mX ·Στα and ⇒mX ·Στα by → and ⇒ respectively.
Lemma 8.11. Assume σ 6= τ . We have:
• (τ, x)→ ψ if and only if ψ ∈ α(x),
• (σ, x)→ ψ if and only if the following conditions are met:
(1) ψ(σ′, x′) = 0 for any σ′ 6= σ and x′ ∈ X,
(2) (τ, x)→
∑
x′ ψ(σ, x
′) · (τ, x′) + φ for some φ such that φ(τ, x′) = 0 for any x′.
Proof. It follows directly by the definition of the monad (Στ ,m, e).
Lemma 8.12. For any n and σ ∈ Στ if (τ, x)⇒
n
∑
i ri · (τ, xi) then
(σ, x)⇒n
∑
i
ri · (σ, xi).
Proof. The assertion follows directly by induction and Lemma 8.11.
Lemma 8.13. Assume σ 6= τ . If (σ, x)⇒ ψ then ψ(σ′, x′) = 0 for σ′ 6= σ and x′ ∈ X.
Proof. We will prove the assertion for ⇒n by induction. The assertion is true for ⇒0.
Assume it holds for ⇒n and take (σ, x) ⇒n+1 ψ. This means that there is (σ, x) →
r1 · (σ1, x1) + . . .+ rm · (σm, xm) and
(σ1, x1)⇒
n ψ1, . . . , (σm, xm)⇒
n ψm, (σ, x)⇒
n ψ′′
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such that
ψ = p · (r1 · ψ1 + . . . + rm · ψm) + (1− p) · ψ
′′ for some p ∈ [0, 1].
By Lemma 8.11 it follows that σ1 = . . . = σm = σ. By induction hypothesis it follows
that for any i = 1, . . . ,m we have ψi(σ
′, x′) = 0 = ψ′′(σ′, x′) for σ′ 6= σ, x′ ∈ X. Hence,
ψ(σ′, x′) = 0 for σ′ 6= σ and x′ ∈ X.
8.2. Segala and simple Segala systems as CM(Στ × Id)-Coalgebras. Consider a
Segala system α : X → PDfin(Στ × X) and define a CM(Στ × Id)-coalgebra α : X →
CM(Στ ×X) as follows:
α(x) = {0} ∪ α(x) = {p1 · µ1 + . . . pn · µn |
∑
i
pi 6 1 and µi ∈ α(x)}.
Since any simple Segala system can also be considered a Segala system the above con-
struction is applicable to simple Segala systems. From now on a CM(Στ × Id)-coalgebra
α : X → CM(Στ × X) is called (simple) Segala system whenever it is obtained via the
above construction from a (simple) Segala system.
Example 8.14. Consider a simple Segala system for Σ = {a, b} whose state space is
X = {x1, x2, x3} and whose structure is given by:
x1 7→ {
1
3 · (a, x2) +
2
3 · (a, x3), 1 · (b, x3)},
x2 7→ {1 · (a, x1)},
x3 7→ ∅.
GFED@ABCx1
2
3
,a
77
1,b

1
3
,a

GFED@ABCx2
1,aww
GFED@ABCx3
Then the CM(Στ × Id)-coalgebra associated with it has the structure given by:
x1 7→ {p1 ·
1
3 · (a, x2) + p1 ·
2
3 · (a, x3) + p2 · (b, x3) | p1 + p2 ∈ [0, 1]},
x2 7→ {p · (a, x1) | p ∈ [0, 1]},
x3 7→ {0},
which is depicted in the following diagram:
GFED@ABCx3 GFED@ABCx1
p1·
1
3
,a
77
p2,b
ww
p1·
2
3
,a
gg
GFED@ABCx2
p,a
ww
The aim of this subsection is to prove that the probabilistic weak bisimulation for simple
Segala systems from Definition 8.1 coincides with the coalgebraic weak bisimulation from
Section 6 for these systems considered as CM(Στ × Id)-coalgebras.
Assume α : X → CM(Στ ×X) is a simple Segala system obtained from a P(Στ ×Dfin)-
coalgebra whose strong and weak arrows, defined at the beginning of this section, are
denoted by → and ; respectively. Note that we also use the symbol → to denote the
relation→mX ·Στα. However, since the state space of the CM-coalgebramX ·Στα : Στ×X →
CM(Στ × X) is different from the state space of the simple Segala system taken into
consideration this symbol overloading should not lead to any ambiguity.
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Lemma 8.15. For any x ∈ X if x
σ
; µ then (τ, x)⇒
∑
x µ(x) · (σ, x). Moreover, if x
τ
; µ
then (σ, x)⇒
∑
x µ(x) · (σ, x) for any σ ∈ Στ .
Proof. We will show the above statement holds for ;n and ⇒
n for any n. Indeed, the
two conditions hold for ;0 and ⇒
0. Now assume that both assertions are true for n. Let
x
σ
;n+1 µ for σ ∈ Στ . This means that there is a combined step (x, ν) such that for
(σ′, x′) /∈ {σ, τ} ×X we have ν(σ′, x′) = 0 and
µ =
∑
(σ′,x′)∈{σ,τ}×X
ν(σ′, x′) · µ(σ′,x′).
In the above, if σ′ = σ then x′
τ
;n µ(σ′,x′) otherwise σ
′ = τ and x′
σ
;n µ(σ′,x′). The fact
that ν is a combined step with the above properties implies that
ν =
∑
i=1,...,n
pi ·
∑
x′
νi(x
′) · (σ, x′) +
∑
j=1,...,m
qj ·
∑
x′
ν ′j(x
′) · (τ, x′),
where x
σ
→ νi and x
τ
→ ν ′j and
∑
i pi +
∑
j qj = 1. Hence, by Lemma 8.11 it follows that
(τ, x)→ ν. By induction hypothesis we have
• (σ, x′)⇒n
∑
x∈X µ(σ,x′)(x) · (σ, x),
• (τ, x′)⇒n
∑
x∈X µ(τ,x′)(x) · (σ, x).
Moreover,
µ =
∑
(σ′,x′)∈{σ,τ}×X
ν(σ′, x′) · µ(σ′,x′) =
∑
i=1,...,n
pi ·
∑
x′∈X
νi(x
′) · µ(σ,x′) +
∑
j=1,...,m
qi ·
∑
x′∈X
ν ′j(x
′) · µ(τ,x′).
Hence, by the definition of ⇒n+1 and the fact that (τ, x)→ ν we can infer that
(τ, x)⇒n+1
∑
x
µ(x) · (σ, x).
Now, to prove that the condition x
τ
;n+1 µ implies (σ, x) ⇒
n+1
∑
x µ(x) · (σ, x) it is
enough to see that by the previous condition we have (τ, x)⇒n+1
∑
x µ(x) · (τ, x). Then by
Lemma 8.12 we get
(σ, x)⇒n+1
∑
x
µ(x) · (σ, x).
An expression ψ ∈M(Στ×X) for which there is a letter σ ∈ Στ such that
∑
x ψ(σ, x) =
1 and ψ(σ′, x′) = 0 for any σ′ 6= σ and x′ ∈ X is called simple probabilistic expression over
σ.
Lemma 8.16. If (τ, x)⇒ ψ and ψ =
∑
i pi · (σ, xi) is a simple probabilistic expression over
σ then x
σ
;
∑
i pi · xi.
Proof. We will again prove the assertion for relations ⇒n and ;n by induction. It is true
for ⇒0 and ;0. Now assume it holds for ⇒
n and ;n and take (τ, x) ⇒
n+1 ψ, where ψ is
a simple probabilistic expression over σ. By the definition of ⇒n+1 this means that
• (τ, x)→ r1 · (σ1, x1) + . . .+ rn · (σn, xn) and
• (σ1, x1)⇒
n ψ1, . . . , (σn, xn)⇒
n ψn and
• (τ, x)⇒n ψ′ such that
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ψ = p · (r1 · ψ1 + . . .+ rn · ψn) + (1− p) · ψ
′ for some p ∈ [0, 1].
Since ψ is a simple probabilistic expression over σ it follows that ψi for any i = 1, . . . , n
and ψ′ are simple probabilistic expressions over σ and r1 + . . . + rn = 1. This, together
with Lemma 8.13, means that the letters σi satisfy σi ∈ {σ, τ}. Therefore, by induction
hypothesis and the definition of ;n+1 it follows that x
σ
;n+1
∑
i pi · xi.
Theorem 8.17. Assume R ⊆ X ×X is an equivalence relation. The following conditions
are equivalent:
• R is a weak bisimulation in the sense of Definition 8.1,
• R is a weak bisimulation on α in the sense of Definition 6.1.
Proof. Assume R is a weak bisimulation the sense of Definition 8.1. This means that for
any pair (x, y) ∈ R the following holds. If for a letter σ ∈ Στ we have x
σ
→ µ then y
σ
; µ′
and µ ≡DfinR µ
′. Since Dfin is a subfunctor of M we have∑
x′
µ(x′) · (σ, x′) ≡M(Στ×R)
∑
x′
µ′(x′) · (σ, x′).
This precisely means that there is an element ~rσ,µ(x,y) ∈M(Στ ×R) such that
• M(Στ × π1)(~r
σ,µ
(x,y)
) =
∑
x′ µ(x
′) · (σ, x′) and
• M(Στ × π2)(~r
σ,µ
(x,y)) =
∑
x′ µ
′(x′) · (σ, x′).
Define γ : R→ CM(Στ ×R) as follows:
γ(x, y) = {~rσ,µ
(x,y)
| x
σ
→ µ for σ ∈ Στ} ∪ {0}.
It is easy to show that by Lemma 8.15 the structure γ satisfies the desired properties of
Definition 6.1. Now conversely, let γ : R → CM(Στ × R) be a structure satisfying the
conditions in Definition 6.1 for α. Consider (x, y) ∈ R and let x
σ
→ µ. Then
∑
x′ µ(x
′) ·
(σ, x′) ∈ α(x). Let ~r(x,y) ∈ γ(x, y) denote the element such that
M(Στ × π1)(~r(x,y)) =
∑
x′
µ(x′) · (σ, x′)
and put ψ :=M(Στ ×π2)(~r(x,y)). SinceM(Στ ×π1)(~r(x,y)) is a simple probabilistic expres-
sion over σ then so is ψ. Since (τ, y)⇒ ψ by Lemma 8.16 it follows that y
σ
; ψ. Hence, R
is a weak bisimulation in the sense of Definition 8.1.
9. Summary and future work
This paper presents a general setting in which it is possible to define and study properties of
weak bisimulation for coalgebras. In this setting we require from the type of coalgebras we
consider to be a monad whose Kleisli category is order enriched. However, not all monads
satisfying this condition fit into our framework as not always the adjunction CT,6 ⇄ C
∗
T,6
described in Section 7 exists. For instance, consider the subdistribution monad D61. Since
the class of objects of C∗D61,6 consists only of coalgebras 1X : X → D61X;x 7→ δx for any
set X, there fails to be a left adjoint to the inclusion functor C∗D61,6 → CD61,6. It is worth
noting that in [40] a coalgebraic weak bisimulation for D61(Στ × Id)-coalgebras has been
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successfully defined and studied. However, the authors extend the type they consider and
work with coalgebras whose type is the following functor:
GΣτ (X) = (PΣτ × PX → [0, 1]) for any object X,
GΣτ f(ν) = ν ◦ (idPΣτ × f
−1) for f : X → Y and ν ∈ GΣτX.
We believe that a similar approach can be adopted here to fit these coalgebras into our
setting. Nevertheless, we leave it as an open problem.
Recall that in Section 4 given a functor TFτ we proposed two ways to handle the
invisible transition by a monadic structure. Although these methods lead to two different
notions of saturation, at least for LTS weak bisimulation coincides for both of them. It
would be very interesting to see how does the notion of weak bisimulation behave for these
two approaches in general.
We also plan to investigate the properties of the category C∗T,6 of saturated T -coalgebras
that is used in Section 7 to express saturation via existence of a certain adjunction.
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